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Philip M. Sadler, Robert H. Tai 

Advanced Placement Exam Scores 
as a Predictor of Performance in 
Introductory College Biology, 

Chemistry and Physics Courses 
Surveydata from8,594students in55randomlychosencollegesanduniversi-
ties finds that those having passed an APscience exam earn somewhat higher 
college science grades, but not enough to assume prior mastery. Moreover, 
half of this performance difference appears to be related to demographics 
and high school coursework and not to students’AP coursework. 

Introduction grades of 3 are equivalent to theoutcomeofAP course-taking itself 
Students who take Advanced a range of work representing may be overestimated. Dougherty, 

Placement (AP) examinations in high mid-level B to mid-level C Mellor and Jian (2006a) offered the 
school seek the option of receiving performance in college (College following insight:
credit for and bypassing introductory Board, 2006, p. �).� Much of those [AP] students
college levelcourses.Theseexamsare The purpose of this study is to ap- later success in college may
constructed and graded by the College praise theCollegeBoard’sclaimof the be due not to the AP classes 
EntranceExaminationBoard(College equivalence of Advanced Placement themselves, but to the personal
Board) to “allow participating col- courses as measured by AP exam characteristics that led them 
leges and universities to award high scores with the comparable college to participate in the classes
school students college credit, ad- course in three science disciplines: in the first place – better
vanced placement, or both” (College biology, chemistry, and physics. This academic preparation, stronger
Board, 2004, p. 6). While the granting is a complex issue because, to some motivation, better family
of credit or placement remains at the degree, AP course-taking is a sorting advantages, and so on. These 
discretion of each individual college process that draws primarily highly selection effects will affect any 
or university, the College Board is motivated, high achieving students. comparison of AP and non-AP
unequivocal in its interpretation of If this self-selection effect is ignored, students (p. 3).
AP exam scores: Colleges vary considerably in their 

AP Exam grades of 5 are policies and in their advice to their 
equivalent to the top A-level Colleges vary considerably students concerning enrollment in 
work in the corresponding in their policies and introductory science courses. As a 
college course. AP Exam grades in their advice to their result, thereexistsasizablepopulation 
of 4 are equivalent to a range ofstudents takingintroductoryscience students concerningof work representing mid-level courses who have done well in AP 
A to mid-level B performance enrollment in introductory science courses while in high school, 
in college. Similarly, AP Exam science courses. 

�.In this research we refer to the numerical score earned on the Advanced Placement exam (�, 2, 3, 4, or 5) as the “AP exam score.” We refer to the teacher’s as
sessment of the AP students’ coursework as the “AP course grade.” In its literature, the College Board generally refers to the AP exam score as the “AP grade.” 

Fall 2007 Vol. 16, No. 2 � 



 

       
 

     

     

 

       

     

      

 
   

     
 

   

 

   
     

    
     

    
     

   

 

     

 
   

  

 

   
 

     

 

     

       
   

      
    

   

   
       

  
  
  

  

   

  
   

yetdo not“placeout” incollege. Since 
the AP exam is taken prior to college 
entry, one would expect that these 
students,whomtheCollegeBoardhas 
awarded passing exam scores, would 
earnsubstantiallyhighergrades,onthe 
average, upon re-taking an introduc
tory college course in the same sub
ject. The apparent advantage is clear. 
Students exhibiting higher levels of 
APperformance would most certainly 
be expected to have a stronger grasp 
of the relevant college content. They 
should do better than students who 
have not had the advantage of what 
is typically a second year of study in 
the subject while in high school. The 
intentof thispaper is tocharacterize the 
performance of these students as both 
an independentapproach to thevalida
tion of Advanced Placement exams in 
biology, chemistry, and physics and as 
anestimateof thecontributionof these 
advanced high school courses. 

Background
The AP Program of the College 

Board provides “motivated high 
school students with the opportunity 
to take college-level courses in a high 
school setting.”2 High school AP
courses corresponding to the 35 AP
examinations administered by the 
College Board in both science and 
non-science disciplines are taught by 
��0,000 teachers in the US. These 
exams are central to the AP Program 

High school AP courses 
corresponding to the 35 AP 
examinations administered 
by the College Board in both 
science and non-science 
disciplines are taught by 
110,000 teachers in the US. 

and offer a means of certifying each 
student’s mastery of course content at 
the college level. In the sciences, stu
dents sat for a total of 3��,595 exams 
in environmental science, biology, 
chemistry,orphysics in2005.3Among 
these science test-takers, 59% earned 
scores of 3 or higher (5-point scale). 
By comparison, 62% of mathematics 
test-takers earned scores of 3 or better. 
As a result, many of these students 
would have grounds to expect their 
prospective colleges to offer them 
coursecredit in thesedisciplineswhen 
theymatriculate.4Thisoutcomewould 
beconsistentwith theoriginalpurpose 
of Advanced Placement envisioned 
by representatives of the faculties of 
the three private academies (Andover, 
Exeter, and Lawrenceville) and 
three private universities (Harvard, 
Princeton, and Yale) responsible for 
formulating the program.5 To promote 
this policy, the College Board makes 
available research studies that support 
its contentions.6 

With tests scores in hand, students 
are assured by the College Board 
that “Over 90 percent of the nation’s 
colleges and universities have an AP
policy granting incoming students 
credit, placement, or both, for qualify
ing AP Exam grades.”7 However, the 
fine print is more complex. Having 
an “AP policy” does not mean that 
colleges and universities follow the 
CollegeBoard’s recommendation that 
an AP score of 3 should garner course 
credit or advanced placement. Many 
times, colleges only offer credit for 
scores of 4 or even 5. Some college 
policies do not grant either to incom
ing students.8 

While theCollegeBoardputsmuch 
energy into the construction, monitor
ing, and scoring of AP exams in an 
attempt to attain a measure of college 
courseequivalency, there isaconsider
able range of opinion concerning the 
valueofAPcourses in thesciencesand 
mathematics.Manyprofessorsbelieve 
thatall studentscanbenefitfromtaking 
introductorysciencecourses incollege 
(National Research Council, 2002, p. 
58). Others argue that college-level 
courses require the efforts of college-
level faculty (Juillerat, Dubowsky, 
Ridenour, McIntosh & Caprio, �997). 
Some colleges administer their own 
placement exams. Others allow credit 
only for students not majoring in that 
specificfield or award credit onlyafter 
astudenthas takenandpassedahigher

2. College Board AP Central website. http://apcentral.collegeboard.com.
3. http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/members/article/�,3046,�52-�7�-0-39036,00.html
4. “ACE [American Council on Education] notes that the practice of granting provisional credit for a grade of 2 is becoming more frequent because comparabil

ity studies have shown that many of these students are potentially qualified for college-level work -- credit is made permanent if the student satisfies another
criterion, such as successfully completing the next course in the discipline.” http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/colleges/setting_policy/index.html

5. “[For] the student of marked mathematical and scientific ability and interest, who is probably heading for a college major in science and a career in science or
engineering … could take a one-and-a-half or two-year school course in chemistry, physics, or biology, designed to prepare him for admission to the sopho
more college course in the field chosen for concentration in school [i.e. in college]. (Phillips Academy, 1952, p. 65.)

6. http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/article/0,3045,�52-�67-0-��592,00.html
However, research that can be considered somewhat critical of the claims of the College Board concerning the AP program does not appear to be included at 
their website (e.g. Geiser & Santelices, 2004; Lichten, 2000).

7.  http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/program/ 0,3060,�50-0-0-0,00.html
8. Lichten’s (2007) sampling of colleges and universities found that only 30% of colleges accept an AP exam score of 3 for advanced placement, while 89%

accept a score of 4, and 95% accept a score of 5. 

ScieNce educator 2 

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/program
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level course in the subject (National 
Research Council, 2002, p. 58). Some 
universities offer special transitional 
courses for those students who place 
out of introductory courses, but do 
not advance to the next level course 
(National Research Council, 2002, p. 
59).9 Lichen (2000) argues that the 
quality of AP courses has diminished 
to the point that the College Board’s 
recommendations are no longer ac
cepted by a large number of colleges, 
particularly those considered highly 
selective (e.g. Harvard, Yale, MIT, 
University of Pennsylvania).�0 An 
NRCcommitteerecommends thatcol
leges should be strongly discouraged 
“…fromusingcollegescoresonAPan 
IB exams as the sole basis for granting 
automatic advanced placement out of 
specific courses for majors, or out of 
biology distribution requirements for 
non majors (Wood 2002, p. �25.)”

The population of students who 
have taken AP courses in high school 
and retake introductory courses has 
been has been largely neglected by re
searchers.�� Surprisingly, researchers 
have rarely structured past studies to 
reveal the degree to which AP courses 
bestowanadded benefituponstudents 
who take them, “… the existing em
pirical evidence regarding thebenefits 
of AP experience is questionable 
(Klopfenstein and Thomas, 2005, p. 
5).” Klopfenstein and Thomas refer to 
the body of AP research, a majority of 
which lackor include insufficientcon 
trols. We should keep in mind that, in 

addition to attracting potentially more 
highly motivated and gifted students, 
there are other potential covariates: 
AP courses are more prevalent in 
wealthier communities, are typically 
taught by more experienced teachers 
(Burdman, 2000) and predominantly 
enroll students who have already 
studied the subject for a year. Much 
of the existing AP research gives no 
recognition to these factors. Studies 
lacking controls suffer the potential 
weaknessofoverestimating theeffects 
of AP courses, because they conflate 
the influence of numerous factors and 
fail to account for the relationship of 
APcoursesnetof thecovariates.While 
many assume that students who do 
well in AP courses in high school owe 
their success to their AP studies, other 
factors may well be involved, such as 
coming from more advantaged homes 
and attending schools that emphasize 
college preparation (Willingham & 
Morris �986). Moreover, the fast pace 
of AP courses, due in large measure 
to the focus on test preparation, may 
not serve students as well as courses 
that progress at a more moderate pace, 
focusing on topics ingreaterdepthand 
detail.Thissupposition ledarecentna
tional study toposit that, “It ispossible 
thatAPstudentswereatadisadvantage 
in some classes or at some colleges” 
(National Research Council, 2002, p. 
�94). While most assume that such an 
outcome is unlikely, we are willing to 
subject such hypotheses to scrutiny. 
For example, students reporting the 

lowest score of � (out of 5) on the AP
exam have not demonstrated content 
mastery. However, this outcome leads 
one to wonder whether this year for 
thesestudentsofstudycouldhavebeen 
better spent in a course with a differ
ent format. Also troubling are the low 
APscience exam passing rates among 
under-represented groups.�2 

Prior Research 
Research on the value of AP 

courses in the sciences has primarily 
focused on accounting for differences 
in freshman grade point average or 
persistence to graduation, both rather 
indirect measures of the equivalence 
of AP courses and introductory col
lege science courses. Others judge the 
performance of students who “place 
out of” one or two semesters of the 
introductorycourse inascientificfield 
and then enroll in a second or third 
semester science course equivalent 
to students who take the prerequisite 
course in college. Such studies have 
not controlled fully for the fact that 
AP students generally have stronger 
high school preparation in math and 
English, contributing to the ability to 
“skip ahead.” Moreover, second and 
third semester science courses can 
cover content unrelated to the pre
requisite course (e.g. second semester 
physics usually entails a study of elec
tricity, magnetism, and light, topics 
distant from first semester kinematics 
and Newtonian mechanics). In most 
cases, studies examine the perfor

9. None of the courses participating in this study have that profile.
�0. USA Today, 3/20/2006, Advanced Placement: A detour for college fast track? Mary Beth Marklein
��. Studies comparing student performance in second-year college courses typically compare those who have “placed out” with high AP exam scores to those 

with students who take the introductory level college course with either a failing AP exam score or no AP experience (Dodd, Fitzpatrick, De Ayala, & Jen
nings, 2002). No mention is found in the literature of the experience of those students who chose to retake the introductory college course with a passing AP 
exam score. 

�2. Fewer than half of under-represented minorities are “passing” the AP exam with scores of 3 or higher, while scores of � (the lowest score possible) are 
awarded to more than half of African American and Chicano students. Put in another way, students not “passing” the exam constitute 70% of Chicano and 
African-American students, while more than 50% of Native Americans and Puerto Rican students score below 3. Based on this measure, AP courses do not 
appear to be an effective means of AP exam preparation for many students. For more information, please consult the AP National Report 2005, http://www.
collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/exgrd_sum/2005.html 
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The élan of having AP 
courses, especially in 
science and mathematics, 
is well known. 

mance of students at a single college 
or university or within a single state, 
making generalization to the entire 
U.S. problematic. These studies also 
fall into twogeneralcategories:studies 
with adequate control variables and 
those without. The latter group typi
cally compared grand means between 
samples of APand non-APstudents or 
correlated the performance of AP stu
dents with other performance-related 
variables. We found that these studies 
typically appear as reports that are not 
published in peer-reviewed journals. 
Often the source of funding for much 
of this work is unclear. On the other 
hand, the“with controls” studies more 
frequently appear in peer-reviewed 
journals, having been subjected to 
more scrutiny and review.

While we reviewed both forms of 
research, we summarized only the 
findingsof the “with-controls” studies 
below, grouping the findings under 
four commonly analyzed outcome 
variables. The �986 Willingham and 
Morris report was especially useful in 
constructing this list. 

• College Grade Point Average 
(GPA)– The total number of AP 
courses taken in high school has 
little effect on predicting fresh
man college GPA, but AP exam 
scores are a strong predictor of 
sophomore grades (Geiser & 
Santelices,2004).Usingmatched 
sets totaling 688 students at 
Indiana University, AP students 
were found toearnhighercollege 
GPA’s (Chamberlain, Pugh, & 

Shellhammer,�978).Willingham 
and Morris’ (�986) found that 
about half of the grade differen
tial (those with a college grade 
average of B or above) of AP
students over non-AP students 
was accounted for by matching 
pairs of �878 students on their 
academic background. Klopfen
stein&Thomas(2005) foundthat 
of 28,�67 students, those taking 
AP courses in high school did 
not earn higher freshman grades 
in college. 

• CollegeScienceCourseGrades.
Ruch (1968) did not find a sta 
tistically significant difference 
between matched pairs of AP
and non-AP students on college 
grade in the courses related to the 
AP course taken or overall fresh
man GPA. Dodd, Fitzpatrick, 
and Jennings (2002) studied the 
performance of three groups of 
83�students inasecondsemester 
biology course at the University 
of Texas at Austin. They compare 
the mean grades of three student 
groupings: 

�. Those who earned credit for the 
prerequisite course with a score 
of 3 or above on their AP exam 
(AP-CR). 

2. Those who earned lower than 
a 3 in their AP course and took 
the prerequisite (AP-Class). 

3. Those who did not take an AP 
class and enrolled in the perqui
site class (Non-AP). 

AP-CR and Non-AP groups were 
matched using high school class rank 
and SAT and ACT scores. Over a 
four-year period, the Non-AP group 
earned higher mean grades than either 
the AP-Class or the AP-CR groups 
in the second semester course. This 

difference was reported to be statisti
cally significant for one year of the 
study. The AP-Class group earned 
slighted higher grades in the second 
semester course than the AP-CR 
group.ReportedGPA’sinothercollege 
biology courses were also higher for 
Non-AP students. 

• Persistence to college gradua-
tion – The combined number of 
AP and honors courses taken in 
high school was not a significant 
predictor for persistence through 
freshman to sophomore years in 
college (Geiser & Santelices, 
2004); Klopfenstein & Thomas 
(2005) found students taking AP
courses in high school have no 
higher probability of persisting 
to a second year of college. Low-
income students who take AP 
courses in high school graduate 
college at a greater rate (Dough
erty, Mellor & Shuling, 2006a) 

• ChoiceofFurtherStudy–Ruch 
(�968) used 2� matched-pairs 
of students and found that that 
AP students were more likely to 
continue with the same subject 
in college. Chamberlain, Pugh, 
& Shellhammer (�978) found 
academic progress, collegeGPA, 
andcourse-takingmeasureswere 
superior for APstudents over 344 
matchedsetsof students (Cahow, 
Christensen, Gregg, Nathans, 
Strobel,&Williams,�979).Will
inghamandMorris’(�986) found 
thatof�878students,APstudents 
were no more likely to take more 
than one year’s coursework in 
biological or physical science, 
nor to major in those fields. 

All of the studies above controlled 
for students’high school performance 
(i.e. rank, HSGPA, or coursework 
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completed) except for Chamberlain 
et al. (�978) and Dougherty et al. 
(2006a). Geiser & Santelices (2004), 
Klopfenstein & Thomas (2005), and 
Dougherty et al. (2006a) included 
measuresof students’socio-economic 
status. Ruch (�968), Dougherty et al. 
(2006a) and Klopfenstein & Thomas 
(2005) included high school quality 
ratings, while Willingham & Morris 
(�986) matched students by college 
attended. 

From this short list of controlled 
studies, it is apparent that the measure 
ofAP courseworkvaluevarieswiththe 
outcome variable considered and the 
control variables included. We did not 
find any studies that measured perfor
mance in introductory college science 
courses while controlling for relevant 
covariatessuchasperformance inhigh 
school courses considered prerequi
sites for AP science courses. Given 
that performance in prior coursework 
and is widely regarded as the strongest 
predictor of subsequent performance, 
it is essential that this factor should 
be included in any analysis seek
ing to isolate the relationship to AP
coursework itself, rather than merely 
considering an aggregated analysis 
that lacks both detail and is unable 
to estimate the relative contributions 
of various factors. The inclusion of 
such controls provides an opportunity 
for refinement of models that more 
accurately estimate the relationship 
of AP coursework relative to other 
factors. Regression models must be 
constructedusingvariables represent
ing viable alternative hypotheses to 
the main relationship being studied 

in order to be considered robust. For 
example, inclusion of SAT scores 
alone, entered as a control for high 
school-level learning, is insufficient 
to account for prior science knowl
edge learned in first-year high school 
science courses. It is incumbent on 
the scholar employing regression to 
explore alternative relationships that 
are potentially causal and to take great 
care in considering, measuring, and 
including factors that could account 
for additional variance. Put another 
way, it is the attention that scholars 
pay to controlling for alternative 
hypotheses that is often a measure of 
quality research.

But, why is research on the direct 
comparisonofAPandnon-APstudents 
important? Conventional wisdom 
ascribes clear and overwhelming ben
efits to Advanced Placement classes 
in high schools. The élan of having 
AP courses, especially in science and 
mathematics, is well known. As a re
sult, the College Board’s AP program 
has grown dramatically over the last 
20 years, with a sustained increase 
in the number of exams including all 
subject areas of 9.3% (with an 8.8% 
increase in number of students) annu
ally. To offer some perspective, this 
growth is more than five times faster 
than the growth in the US high school 
population.�3 The ratio of students to 
exams tracked closely until recently; 
their separation is indicative of an 
increase in thenumber of students tak
ing multiple AP exams (�.29 in �970 
vs. �.72 in 2005). In 2005, �.2 million 
students took 2.� million AP exams. 
According to the latest available data, 

2.�millionenteringfreshmenenrolled 
in degree granting institutions in Fall 
2003. One might assume that on the 
average nearly half of all entering col
lege freshmen have taken at least one 
AP course in high school.�4 In reality, 
manyhavetakenmorethanonecourse. 
Our estimate is that in 2004, those 
taking AP science exams represented 
one of five college freshmen (Digest 
of Educational Statistics, 2004).�5 

The expansion of AP Programs is 
also currently propelled by economic 
and political support since several 
states currently extend financial in
centives to high schools that offer AP 
courses�6, while others require all high 
schools to participate (Hershey, �990; 
Willingham & Morris, �986).�7 Many
states have mandated through legisla
tion the inclusion of AP enrollment in 
admissions decisions or the granting 
of college credit for high AP exam 
scores in public institutions of higher 
education (Lichten, 2000). The U.S. 
president has called for an addition of 
70,000 Advanced Placement teachers 
in science and mathematics, a near 
doublingofcurrentnumbers.�8 Inaddi
tion, theU.S.DepartmentofEducation 
subsidizes AP programs for low-in
come students (Klopfenstein, 2004).�9 

This expenditure of public funds, in 
effect, subsidizes one particular edu
cationalprogramoverothers.Hence, it 
is desirable that Advanced Placement 
policies and programs be rigorously 
assessed so that scarce resources can 
be spent the most wisely.

A powerful motivating factor for 
students is the fact that one may enter 
collegewithcoursecreditsandinsome 

�3. http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/members/article/�,3046,�52-�7�-0-47040,00.html.

�4. http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d05/tables/dt05_�80.asp.

�5. http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/members/article/�,3046,�52-�7�-0-39036,00.html.

�6. Florida, Louisiana, and Utah.

�7. South Carolina.
 
�8. George W. Bush, State of the Union Address, �/3�/2006.

�9. Higher Education Act Amendments of �998, Title VIII, Part B, P. L. �05-244.
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caseswithenoughcredits tobypass the 
freshman year, saving a year’s tuition 
(MacVicar, �988; Pushkin, �995). 
Troubling to many professors is that 
students may use AP credit in many 
colleges to satisfy their requirements 
for science courses and never take 
anothersciencecoursewhenincollege 
(National Research Council, 2002, 
p. 59). For example, Lichten (2000) 
found that only 22% of students who 
had scored “3” on their AP calculus 
examenrolled inanadvancedcalculus 
course in college, while �7% took a 
remedial calculus course. Though 
high school AP teachers may be very 
talented, they generally do not have 
the breadth of knowledge nor the most 
recentandrelevantcontentknowledge 
possessed by college faculty (Lichten 
2000). By accepting AP exam-related 
coursecredits, studentsmaybeforego
ing the opportunity to learn about the 
most topical findings and issues from 
college instructors whose “other” job 
it is to do research. 

The striking expansion of the AP
program offers an opportunity to 
gauge the pedagogical influence of 
AP coursework. Merely presuming 
that AP courses are comparable with 
college courses ignores the opportu
nity we have to analyze the degree of 
this purported similarity as a means to 
improve college preparation through 
high school instruction. 

Methods 
The Sample
FactorsInfluencingCollegeScience 

Success (Project FICSS) is a large-
scale national study of introductory 
college students and their high school 
scienceexperiences,whichcollecteda 
totalofnearly�8,000surveys.Thedata 
includes a series of subsamples of col
legestudents invariouscollegescience 
courses. In this particular analysis, we 

analyzed survey data gathered from 
students in 124 different first semester 
introductory college biology, chemis
try, and physics courses in 55 colleges 
and universities. These institutions 
were from a stratified random sample 
reflecting a nationally representative 
distribution of institutional size and 
selectivity, from small liberal arts 
colleges to large state universities. 
All participating introductory science 
courses met in lecture-style classes 
with weekly recitations sessions and 
laboratories and had enrollments of 
�0 students or more. 

Of 9354 collected surveys in this 
subsample,�029respondents reported 
having taken an AP course in the sub
ject in high school in which they were 
currently enrolled in college. Of the 
students who took AP courses, 3�6 
earned scores of 3 or higher on the 
AP exam, roughly 3% of the entire 
sample. While this can be considered 
a small number compared to the 
�70,000 students who earned scores 
of 3 or higher on AP exams in these 
subjects in 2005, the data used in this 

… many students feel that while 
AP is a good preparation for 
college science, many also feel 
they benefited from taking the 
actual college science course. 

analysis represents a national sample 
of students who have both taken part 
in Advanced Placement courses and 
exams in high school and also take 
introductory level college science 
courses. The theory and practice of 
inferential statistics has established 
that valid inferences (within ap
propriate confidence limits) can be 
drawn from relatively small number 

ofparticipants, provided they are from 
a well-selected random sample.

Choosing to focus only on under
graduates, we omitted cases of �03 
graduates and 400 non-traditional 
students.Wealsoomitted397students 
who spent their high school years 
outside of the United States. Allowing 
for somestudents in the intersectionof 
these various groups, our final sample 
included 8594 undergraduates.

Of this total, 3�%of thesamplewas 
enrolled in biology, 42% in chemistry, 
and 27% in physics. Females made up 
60% of the biology students, 55% of 
the chemistry, and 42% of the physics 
students.Parental educationwas relat
ed to the highest level of mathematics 
taken by students, with representation 
of students taking calculus in high 
school ranging from 33% of student 
with parents having a high school di
plomaor less to49% of studentswitha 
parent holding a graduate degree. The 
sample identified themselves as 77% 
White, 7% Asian/Pacific Islander, 6% 
black, 5% Hispanic, 3% multi-racial, 
and 2% other or unreported.

This study, by its very nature, may 
only examine students who take intro-
ductory-level collegesciencecourses. 
Studentsenrolled incolleges thatoffer 
the option of bypassing introductory-
level science courses with sufficient 
AP exam scores and who also make 
the decision to take advantage of this 
option to place out are not included. 
Yet, since prior research studies have 
generally ignored this interesting 
population, studying these students 
can make a valuable contribution to 
understanding the value of Advanced 
Placement programs.

Students who did poorly on AP
exams in a given science discipline 
may choose not to take the college 
course. By comparing the national 
statistics for AP exam scores with the 
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AP Exams and College Performance in Science 

Figure 1. Distribution of AP Exam Scores in Sample vs. National Norms Figure 1: Distribution of AP Exam Scores in Sample vs. National Norms 
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distribution in our sample, one can see a relative dearth of students earning Placement exam in the discipline of We were also careful to check for any anomalies in the makeup of students who 

differences (Figure �).20 The five AP low AP exam scores. their introductory college science earned scores of 3, 4, or 5 on their AP exams. Table 1 displays a comparison across 

score categories each average about We were also careful to check for course and received a score of 5.22 Inseven measures of academic performance among nine high school science preparation 

one-fifth of the students who take the any anomalies in the makeup of stu- general, AP students outperformed categories ranging from Computed grades represent the mean grade for a particular 

exam.2� It appears that students at the dents who earned scores of 3, 4, or 5 honors students, who in turn outpergroup (on a 100-point scale where A=95, B=85, etc.). “Not Taken” for students reporting 

low end (AP exam scores of � and 2) on their AP exams. Table � displays formed regular students, who in turn 
that they had not taken a high school course in the discipline of their introductory 

and at the high end (AP exam scores a comparison across seven measures outperformed students with no high 
college science course to “AP 5” for students reporting they had taken the Advanced 
Placement exam in the discipline of their introductory college science course and 

of 4 and 5) are under-represented of academic performance among school coursework in the correspond-received a score of 5.22 In general, AP students outperformed honors students, who in 
in the sample. Presumably a larger nine high school science preparation ing college science discipline. Within turn outperformed regular students, who in turn outperformed students with no high 
fraction of those who scored below 3 categories ranging from Computed the AP group, we see a clear pattern of school coursework in the corresponding college science discipline. Within the AP 
chose not to enroll in a college course. grades represent the mean grade for a higher performance corresponding to group, we see a clear pattern of higher performance corresponding to higher AP exam 
Many at the higher end arguably took particular group (on a �00-point scale higher AP exam scores. High scoring scores. High scoring AP 4 and AP 5 students consistently reported higher SAT scores, 
advantage of placement to enter a whereA=95,B=85,etc.). “NotTaken” AP 4 and AP 5 students consistently 
higher-level course or received credit for students reporting that they had reported higher SAT scores, math-

mathematics grades, in-discipline science grades for regular or honors courses, and

grades in other science courses. Higher scoring students in our sample also reported


for the introductory course. The mean not taken a high school course in the ematics grades, in-discipline science 
AP exam score for the national data is disciplineof their introductorycollege grades for regular or honors courses, 
slightly lower (2.8�) than the sample science course to “AP 5” for students and grades in other science courses. 
used in this analysis (2.99) reflecting reporting theyhad taken theAdvanced Higher scoring students in our sample 

higher grades in their AP courses, on average. Students in our sample who chose not to 

22 Regular signifies that the highest level of course taken in high school was neither AP nor honors level.

Honors signifies an honors course. AP courses are broken down by AP exam scores of 1 through 5 or the

category of students not taking an AP examination. Means are reported for the SAT math or SAT verbal
20. The national statistics for AP biology, chemistry, and physics have been averaged.

grade in mathematics, the mean grade in the relevant science preparatory course (if taken), the mean 
scores (or the equivalent from the ACT), the fraction completing a calculus course in high school, the last 2�. One should note that the distribution of scores for the AP exam is not Gaussian as is reported for most national standardized exams such as the SAT or ACT. 

While those at the center of the distribution can be thought of as earning close to the mean score, those at the 4 level or above (35%) or at the 5 level (�6%) 
grade in the AP course (if taken), and the average of science grades in fields other than the college science occur with much greater frequency than students at one standard deviation above (�6%) or two standard deviations above (2%).

course of interest. 22. Regular signifies that the highest level of course taken in high school was neither AP nor honors level. Honors signifies an honors course. AP courses are 
broken down by AP exam scores of � through 5 or the category of students not taking an AP examination. Means are reported for the SAT math or SAT verbal 
scores (or the equivalent from the ACT), the fraction completing a calculus course in high school, the last grade in mathematics, the mean grade in the relevant 

Sadler and Tai Draft 8/13/07 — Do Not Duplicate or Quote Page 10 science preparatory course (if taken), the mean grade in the AP course (if taken), and the average of science grades in fields other than the college science 
course of interest. 
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scored well on AP exams and took introductory college science courses in these
disciplines. These students had volunteered their contact information in response to a
question asking if they would agree to future contacts in light of survey related queries.
Among the responses, fifteen students provided detailed replies. While these responses
should not be considered representative, they do offer some insight into the diversity of
students’ experiences and opinions. Five made the personal decision to take the
introductory course even though they could have placed out, citing advice from more
advanced students in the field or their academic advisors. Five took the course because
of department requirements in their disciplines. Three reported AP exam scores of 4,
while their college required a score of 5 for credit. Two reported low scores on
departmental placement exams required by their colleges to earn course credit. All but
one felt that their AP course prepared them well for introductory college science.

 

 

 
 

 

     
 

      

 

 
   

 

   
 

    

      

       
 

       
   

 

     

    

 

     

     

     

 
      

    

 

    

 

    
     

 

      
   

   

      

               

    
           

        
                 

             
         

             
             

            
       

            
            

           
            

             
               

             
           

  

        

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

              
            
                

          
             

            
               

           
              

          
             

              
             

              
             

       

               

also reported higher grades in theirAP
courses, on average. Students in our 
sample who chose not to take the AP
exam, even after taking theAPcourse,
reported academic performance mea
sures similar to the students in the AP 
3 category.

In our analysis, we were particu
larly concerned with the academic 
performanceincollegeofstudentswho 
reported receivingAP Exam scores of 
3, 4, or 5. We wondered if the students 
inoursamplewereparticularlyweakin 
these science disciplines despite their 

various high school science courses 
including AP, regular, or honors). On 
the contrary, we found in our sample
that students who reported an AP
exam score of 5 also averaged �300 
on their SAT’s, with three-quarters
having taken calculus in high school,
and also reported earning an “A” on 
average in their high school science 
and mathematics courses. 

Who are the group of students who 
have takenanAPcourse inhighschool 
and have earned an AP exam score 
greater than 3? Why are they taking an 

students in the field or their academic 
advisors.Five took thecoursebecause 
of department requirements in their 
disciplines. Three reported AP exam 
scoresof4,while theircollegerequired 
a score of 5 for credit. Two reported
lowscoresondepartmentalplacement 
exams required by their colleges to 
earn course credit. All but one felt 
that their AP course prepared them 
well for introductory college science. 
However, eleven reported that taking
the introductory college course as a 
very worthwhile experience that paidAP Exams and College Performance in Science

high AP exam scores. Might a weak- introductory course in college? Were off for them later in their college sci
ness in their academic background they advised or required to take this ence course work. Four noted, in ret
have led them to pursue additional coursebyt eircollege?Togainabetter rospect,after takingadvancedcourses,take the AP exam, even after taking t hhe AP course, reported academic performance 
course work at the introductory col- understandingofpossiblemotivations, that they should have moved directlymeasures similar to the students in the AP 3 category. 
lege level? We imagined that students we contacted 44 students who both to higher-level course work.
with high AP exams, but relatively scored well on AP exams and took As one of those students noted:In our analysis, we were particularly concerned with the academic performance in 

weak academic backgrounds may introductory college science courses • I very much should have been
college of students who reported receiving AP Exam scores of 3, 4, or 5. We wondered if 

not be fully fluent in English, or may in thesedisciplines.Thesestudentshad [granted] credit. The class was 
the students in our sample were particularly weak in these science disciplines despite 

have weaker math backgrounds, or volunteered their contact information pretty much a waste of my time.
their high AP exam scores. Might a weakness in their academic background have led 

may have earned lower overall high in response to a question asking if theythem to pursue additional course work at the introductory college level? We imagined 

school grades. To address these pos- would agree to future contacts in light In contrast, others offered morethat students with high AP exams, but relatively weak academic backgrounds may not 

sibilities, we analyzed these various of survey related queries. Among the po itivereportsof theircollegesciencebe fully fluent in English, or may have weaker math background ss, or may have earned 
course experiences:background measures and did not find responses, fifteen students providedlower overall high school grades. To address these possibilities, we analyzed these 

that, compared with other students, detailedreplies.While theseresponses • It was worthwhile and I am gladvarious background measures and did not find that, compared with other students, 

high AP exam scorers exhibited any should not be considered representa- I chose to take the intro levelhigh AP exam scorers exhibited any weaknesses in language proficiency (SAT Verbal 

weaknesses in language proficiency tive, they do offer some insight into course. I recommend it to fresh-score), mathematics proficiency (SAT Math score, high calculus course taking patterns, 

(SAT Verbal score), mathematics the diversity of students’ experiences mancoming inwho faceasimilarhigh school mathematics course grades), or overall high school grades (grades in 

proficiency (SAT Math score, high and opinions. Five made the personal situation.Taking the introductoryvarious high school science courses including AP, regular, or honors). On the contrary, 

calculus course taking patterns, high decisiontotaketheintroductorycourse course refreshes my memory onwe found in our sample that students who reported an AP exam score of 5 also 

schoolmathematicscoursegrades),or even though they could have placed the subject, provides deeperaveraged 1300 on their SAT’s, with three-quarters having taken calculus in high school, 

overall high school grades (grades in out, citingadvice frommoreadvanced insight into the subject that justand also reported earning an “A” on average in their high school science and 
mathematics courses. 

able 1. Comparison of High School Performance Measures by GroupTTable 1: Comparison of High School Performance Measures by Group 

Highest HS Other Grade in 
Course or AP SAT HS Last Math Science Honors or 

Score Sat Math Verbal Calculus Grade Grades Regular AP Grade 

not taken 475 454 27% 86.0 88.9 

regular 

honors 

AP, no exam 

AP 1 

AP 2 

AP 3 

AP 4 

AP 5 

529 

596 

610 

543 

592 

595 

631 

666 

510 

564 

574 

508 

541 

568 

628 

654 

32% 

60% 

70% 

47% 

54% 

61% 

64% 

75% 

87.7 

89.4 

89.6 

85.2 

90.1 

90.1 

91.0 

92.5 

89.4 

90.8 

91.1 

88.4 

90.5 

90.9 

92.1 

93.0 

88.8 

90.4 

92.4 

90.0 

91.5 

91.8 

93.9 

94.0 

87.6 

85.0 

88.1 

88.9 

92.2 

94.1 

Who are the group of students who have taken an AP course in high school and have 
ScieNce educatorearned an AP exam score greater than 3? Why are they taking an introductory course in 

college? Were they advised or required to take this course by their college? To gain a 
better understanding of possible motivations, we contacted 44 students who both 
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AP Exams and College Performance in Science 

Figure 2. Survey Questions Relating to High School Course Taking in Science andFigure 2: Survey Questions Relating to High School Course Taking in Science and 
MathematicsMathematics 

wasn't there in high school, and tocomplete thesesurveyswhile in their and unreliable. However, in research 
Two major concerns loom for any large-scale self-report study, accuracy and reliability. 
These concerns stem from a report by Bradburn, Rips, and Shevell (1987) that appeared 

prepares me for higher level college classes. Using the names and that has followed in the interveningin the journal Science. The study concluded that self-report data were inaccurate and 

courses in the subject. ID numbers provided by students on years, which includes further researchunreliable. However, in research that has followed in the intervening years, which 

• It was definitely a worthwhile the cover, college instructors entered by Bradburn himself, these concluincludes further research by Bradburn himself, these conclusions have been qualified 

experience to retake the classes, students’ course grades. After this sionshavebeenqualifiedandmollifiedand mollified to portray a complex and more responsible conclusion: that the accuracy 

as it gives you a second chance p ocesswascompleted, theperforated toportrayacomplexandmore responand reliability of self-reporrt likely depend on several factors including context, 

to absorb the material—which cover with student identification was sibleconcl sion: that theaccuracyandrelevance, and survey clarity Pace, Barahona & Kaplan, 1985; Bradbuurn, 2000; Niemi & 

can never hurt. torn away and discarded, leaving the reliability of self-report likely dependSmith, 2003). In particular, self-reports of course taking, grades earned, and 

surveys anonymous, except for any on several factors including context,standardized test scores made by college students tend to be highly accurate (Baird,
• I was at least familiar with many contact informationstudentsmayhave relevance, and survey clarity Pace,of the topics covered in my col-

1976; Anaya, 1999). Enrollment reports are especially accurate for courses with 

volunteered in response to a “further Barahona & Kaplan, �985; Bradburn,lege class. Many concepts were 
unambiguous names and for high-achieving students (Sawyer, Laing & Houston, 1989). 

contact” request. Students also re- 2000; Niemi & Smith, 2003). In par-In a recent review of existing research on self-report, Kuncel, Credé, & Thomas (2005)
covered with greater detail in ported on a variety of demographic ticular, self-reports of course taking,college. I felt well prepared for

conclude that self-report may be characterized as reasonably accurate in samples where 

variables (parents’ education, profes- grades earned, and standardized testthe college class, but I am glad I
the surveys address issues relevant to the respondents. Our study surveyed 

sion, etc). Home ZIP codes allowed scores made by college students tendtook the class instead of testing
introductory college science students in their fall semester college science classes where 

us to match the surveys with existing to be highly accurate (Baird, �976;reflection on their prior experience would be commonplace. In addition, the students’ 
out. data on median income, home value, Anaya, �999). Enrollment reports are 

The student comments indicate and average educational background especially accurate for courses with 
own instructors administered the surveys. 

that both motivations and experiences of each home locale. The survey unambiguous names and for high-
We entered this project with previous survey research experience in which we surveyed 

associated with introductory college questions themselves were carefully achieving students (Sawyer, Laing &
over 2000 college physics students in over 20 different college and universities (Sadler & 
Tai, 2001). The design of the current survey included the use of student focus groups to

science courses differ widely. designed to fit on the front and back Houston, �989). In a recent reviewcomment on question formats, two pilot surveys that included 304 college science
of the remaining three sheets. See of existing research on self-report,The Surveystudents, a review by an advisory panel of college professors and high school teachers,
Figure 2. Kuncel, Credé, & Thomas (2005)The survey instrument was con-and a separate reliability study where 113 college chemistry students took the survey

Two major concerns loom for any conclude that self-report may bestructed tocolle tdataconc rningac twi cce, two weeeks apaart and where their responses were compared. Much can be done to
large-scale self-report study, accuracy characterized as reasonably accuratedemic experiences and performance 

measures closely associated with high 
enhance accuracy and recall: careful design, contextual cues, and participant relevance 
all play important roles. and reliability. These concerns stem in samples where the surveys address 

from a report by Bradburn, Rips, and issues relevant to the respondents.Ourschool science course work that might
predict performance in introductory Shevell (�987) that appeared in the study surveyed introductory collegeIn large-scale surveys, missing responses are not uncommon. In dealing with missing 

journal Science. The study concluded science students in their fall semestercollege science classes. In the form of
responses, list-wise deletion is the simplest and most commonly applied option. 

that self-report data were inaccurate college science classes where refleca 4-sheet booklet, students were asked
However, list-wise deletion assumes that the data are missing at random. Should a 
large percentage of the sample exhibit missing responses, this approach may not be the 
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exam performance and college performance is that many other measures of academic
performance are also positively associated with college grades.

Figure 3 offers a graphical representation using the results produced from our sample.
College science grades vary with AP exam score, but they also vary with the other five
measures of academic preparation. As expected, more rigorous levels of high school
science and mathematics courses match with higher college science grades. Each graph
shows a clear monotonically increasing association between college grades and the six
high school measures of academic achievement. It should be noted that the average
grade attained by students who earn an AP score of 3 is equaled by students: earning a
grade of “A” in an honors or regular science course, scoring a 750 on their quantitative 

 

    
   

    

   

    
      

     

   
    

    

     
     

 

 

    

   

 

      
       

 

    

    
 

   

      
    

       

 

 

    

   

 

    

    
     

   

 

           

      

               

         
               

             
              

               
               

   

             
            

             
              

               
         

  

             
        

               
             

    

      

 

 
 
 
  
  

 
   

        
           

             
             

     
         

             
                

            
            

        
             

            
        

tion on their prior experience would 
be commonplace. In addition, the 
students’owninstructorsadministered 
the surveys.

We entered this project with pre
vious survey research experience in 
which we surveyed over 2000 college
physics students in over 20 different 
college and universities (Sadler & 
Tai, 200�). The design of the current 
survey included the use of student 
focus groups to comment on question
formats, two pilot surveys that in

ing responses and found that, for the 
variables of concern, only about �-2% 
were missing for each. Given this 
characteristic,wechosetouselist-wise 
deletion. The two exceptions were 
that no standardize test score (SAT
or ACT) was entered for 347 cases 
(quantitative) and 386 cases (qualita
tive). A mean value for such scores 
was substituted in these cases since 
we did not want to eliminate students 
from the dataset who had not taken 
these exams. 

AP course should be included. Table 
2 shows the Pearson correlations be
tween academic preparation variables 
and college course grade.

Among the nine academic perfor
mance measures, AP Score exhibits 
the highest correlation with College
Grade in introductorysciencecourses,
though other measures with similar 
correlations include: SAT Math,
“other” science GPA, and last high
school math grade. A central issue 
faced by those investigating the asso-

AP Exams and College Performance in Science
cluded 304 college science students, a Choice of controls ciationbetweenAPexamperformance 
review byan advisorypanelof college Our initial analysis compares the and college performance is that many
professors and high school teachers, mean college grades for students other measures of academic perfor
and a separate reliability study where with different levels of high school mance are also positively associated

most appropriate option. We analyzed the percentage of missing responses and found 

��3 college chemistry students took course ork in biology, chemistry with college grades.
that, for the variables of concern, only about 1-2% were missing for each. Given this 
characteristic, we chose to use list-wwise deletion. The two exceptions were that no

the survey twice, two weeks apart and and physics. This particular analysis Figure 3 offers a graphical repre
where their responseswerecompared. only shows the predictive value of AP sentation using the results produced

standardize test score (SAT or ACT) was entered for 347 cases (quantitative) and 386 

Muchcanbedonetoenhanceaccuracy exam scores on college course grades, from our sample. College science 
cases (qualitative). A mean value for such scores was substituted in these cases since we 
did not want to eliminate students from the dataset who had not taken these exams.

and recall: careful design, contextual quantifying the magnitude of the dif- grades vary with AP exam score, 
cues,andparticipant relevanceallplay ferencebetweenstudentswho takeAP but they also vary with the other five 
important roles. ornot, and thosewhosco eatdif erent measures of academic preparation. 

Choice of controls 

Our initial analysis compares the mean college grrades ffor students with different levels 
In large-scale surveys, missing levels on the AP exam. This first step As expected, more rigorous levels ofof high school coursework in biology, chemistry and physics. This particular analysis 

responses are not uncommon. In describes the differences that need to high school science and mathematicsonly shows the predictive value of AP exam scores on college course grades,
dealing with missing responses, list- beexpla nedbycomp inghypotheses courses match with higher college sci-quantifying the magnitude of the diifference beettween students who take AP or not, and 
wise deletion is the simplest and most (Dougherty, Mellor & Jian 2006a). ence grades. Each graph shows a clearthose who score at different levels on the AP exam. This first step describes the 
commonly applied option. However, However, attempting toaccount for monotonically increasing associationdifferences that need to be explained by competing hypotheses (Dougherty, Mellor & 
list-wise deletion assumes that the between college grades and the sixJian 2006a). the potential of taking an AP course
data are missing at random. Should a requires controls for demographic high school measures of academic 
large percentage of the sample exhibit and academic preparation differences achievement. It should be noted thatHowever, attempting to account for the potential of taking an AP course requires 

missing responses, this approach may amongstudentsaswell.Farfrombeing the average grade attained by studentscontrols for demographic and academic preparation differences among students as 

not be the most appropriate option. tabula rasa, students’skill andknowl- who earn an AP score of 3 is equaledwell. Far from being tabula rasa, students’ skill and knowledge prior to, or unrelated to, 

We analyzed the percentage of miss- edgeprior to,orunrelated to, takingan by students: earning a grade of “A” intaking an AP course should be included. Table 2 shows the Pearson correlations 
between academic preparation variables and college course grade. 

able 2: Correlation Coefficients of Academic Preparation CovariatesTTable 2. Correlation Coefficients of Academic Preparation Covariates 

College Grade 
SAT Math 
SAT Verbal 
Last Math Grade 
Last Eng Grade 
Science GPA 
Regular or Honors Grade 
Honors 
Calculus 
AP Score 

College
 
Grade
 

1.000 
0.315 
0.200 
0.317 
0.219 
0.306 
0.269 
0.128 
0.244 
0.328 

SAT
 
Math
 

1.000 
0.330 
0.288 
0.134 
0.254 
0.238 
0.199 
0.415 
0.311 

SAT
 
Verbal
 

1.000 
0.108 
0.200 
0.190 
0.166 
0.140 
0.203 
0.404 

Last
 
Math
 

Grade
 

1.000 
0.343 
0.387 
0.306 
0.107 
0.192 
0.216 

Last Eng
 
Grade
 

1.000 
0.378 
0.265 
0.098 
0.159 
0.189 

Science
 
GPA
 

1.000 
0.464 
0.129 
0.247 
0.277 

Regular 
or 

Honors 
Grade 

1.000 
0.063 
0.196 
0.207 

AP 
Honors Calculus Score 

1.000 
0.281 1.000 
0.004 0.157 1.000 

Among the nine academic performance measures, AP Score exhibits the highest
�0 ScieNce educatorcorrelation with College Grade in introductory science courses, though other measures 

with similar correlations include: SAT Math, “other” science GPA, and last high school 
math grade. A central issue faced by those investigating the association between AP 



  

      
 

     

    

      

 

     
  

 
 

       

    

    

 
  

 
     

 

   
 

 

     

 
     

 

      

               

               
  

         

 

 

  

     

 
 

  

  

 

      

  

 

  

             
            

             
               
              

             
               

     

             

AP Exams and College Performance in Science 

SAT, who take an AP course in calculus, or whose last high school mathematics course 
grade was an “A.” 

Figure 3. Course Grade and Values of Key Covariates. 
Figure 3: Course Grade and Values of Key Covariates. 
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an honors or regular science course, 
scoringa750on heirquant tat veSAT,Descrip ttive stat iist iics 
who take an AP course in calculus, or sion models. Model A includes only average (HSGPA) or its correlate, highTable 3 displays a cross tabulation between college science grades and the various 
whose last high school mathematics the AP status of student: if they took school rank-in-class.ModelEadds theacademic performance levels displayed in Table 1. Approximately 13% of students in 
course grade was an “A.” AP, if they did not take the exam, or kind of course and performance in anyintroductory courses did not take a corresponding course in high school. Roughly half 

exam scores if they did take the exam. preparatory course prior to taking the
Results It explains only 2% of the variance in AP course in the subject. This model 

of the students in our sample reported taking only the regular level high school course 
in the discipline corresponding to college science course, with a quarter enrolling at the 

Descriptive statistics college grade. This number is to be seeks to control for the influence ofhonors level in high school and 11% enrolling in AP courses of the corresponding
Table 3 displays a cross tabulation expectedsincetheAPstatus isonlyone different levels of preparation in biol-science. Of the students who reported enrolling in AP courses, 433 took the AP exam 

betweencollegesciencegrade andtheand reported their sscores. 
various academic performance levels 
displayed in Table �. Approximately
�3% of students in introductory 
courses did not take a corresponding 
course in high school. Roughly half of 
thestudents inoursamplereportedtak
ing only the regular level high school 
course in the discipline correspond
ing to college science course, with a 
quarter enrolling at the honors level in 
high school and ��% enrolling in AP
courses of the corresponding science. 
Of thestudentswhoreportedenrolling
in AP courses, 433 took the AP exam 
and reported their scores. 
Inferential Analysis 

SAT Math Score Highest Math 

Course Level 

Results
The inferential analysis offers a 

series of five multiple linear regres-

Highest Math AP Exam Score 
CourseGrade 

and English, typical of many studies 
accounting for high school grade point 

factor in the background of students. 
Model B includes a dummy variable 
for each professor (each separate 
college course) and accounts for dif
ferences in grading severity between 
courses. This shows the predicted 
grades as if all the students enrolled 
in the same university course. This 
model shows a small upward change
in the predicted mean grade earned by
each AP grouping. Model C adds in 
students SAT scores, or ACT scores 
converted using a concordance table 
(Dorans, Pommerich & Lyu, �999)
for both mathematics and composite 
scores. Model D includes variables 
that account for general high school 
performance in science, mathematics, 

Sadler and Tai Draft 8/13/07 — Do Not Duplicate or Quote 

ogy, chemistry or physics. Model E 
can be interpreted as presenting the 
difference in college performance 
that is related to taking an AP course 
or to a certain performance on the AP
test between hypothetically identical 
students in all other variables, i.e. 
between students who had the same 
preparation and background in prior 
years. It generates an estimate of the 
incremental effect of taking an AP
courseorhavingacertainperformance 
on the AP test on the college grade in 
the same subject. Included for each 
model are the standardized beta (β)
coefficients that allow a comparison
between the magnitude of the relative 
contribution of each variable to the 
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AP Exams and College Performance in Science 

Table 3. Distribution of College Grades by Most Rigorous High School Course in the 
Table 3: Distribution of College Grades by Most Rigorous High School Course in the SubjectSubject 

College Prerequisite HS Course Advanced Placement Course total 

Science not no took 
Grade taken regular honors e x a m e x a m AP1 AP2 AP3 AP4 AP5 

5 5 F 106 356 117 1 2 1 2 4 3 4 0 1 603 
61 D-

65 D 
68 D+ 
71 C-

75 C 
78 C+ 
81 B-

85 B 
88 B+ 
91 A-

95 A 
98 A+ 

total 
Mean 
SE 

4 
102 
12 
48 

226 
46 
56 

243 
44 
36 

179 
1 

1103 
78.79 
0.36 

36 
381 
83 

163 
957 
245 
225 
934 
226 
202 
659 
31 

4498 
79.18 
0.17 

11 
127 
21 
57 

382 
61 
83 

518 
102 
90 

447 
40 

2056 
81.98 
0.25 

0 
22 
0 
5 

78 
12 
22 

134 
27 
22 

165 
5 

504 
85.21 
0.43 

3 
11 
5 

15 
56 
22 
28 
79 
56 
39 

101 
6 

433 
84.35 
0.47 

1 1 1 0 0 
3 4 2 2 0 
0 3 1 0 1 
2 5 5 3 0 
9 17 23 6 1 
3 8 5 5 1 
7 8 5 7 1 
6 17 38 12 6 
5 16 14 10 11 
1 6 15 10 7 
4 17 31 27 22 
0 1 1 2 2 

45 106 145 84 53 
78.11 82.11 84.30 87.15 89.77 
1.63 0.96 0.78 0.88 1.05 

54 
643 
121 
288 

1699 
386 
414 

1908 
455 
389 

1551 
83 

8594 
80.42 
0.12 

Inferential Analysis 

explained variance. Note that the final a reduction in the magnitude of all • Mean Ed Level – The average
regression model accounts for 35% of AP-related coefficients. educational level of those in the

The inferential analysis offers a series of five multiple linear regression models. 

the overall variance. The lack of high Model E, deemed the “full model,” student’s home ZIP code, based
Model A includes only the AP status of student: if they took AP, if they did not take the 

correlation coefficients in Table 2 as is particularly interesting, given that on the categories use for Hipa
exam, or exam scores if they did take the exam. It explains only 2% of the variance in 

well as other tests are evidence of a it accounts for several factors not red.
college grade. This number is to be expected since the AP status is only one factor in the 

lack of colinearity in the models. easily disaggregated from students’
background of students. Model B includes a dummy variable for each professor (each 

A graphical comparison of Model and teachers’experiences.This model Discussionseparate college course) and accounts for differences in grading severity between 

A and Model E is shown in Figure includes four significantdemographic The initial model which doescourses. This shows the predicted grades as if all the students enrolled in the same 

4. (Error bars represent one standard variables that together may be thought not control for student backgroundsuniversity course. This model shows a small upward change in the predicted mean 

error fromthemeanforeachcategory.) of as measures of socio-economic and academic performance prior to,grade earned by each AP grouping. Model C adds in students SAT scores, or ACT 

The two models show the comparison status (SES). Adjustments for such and independent of, any AP coursescores converted using a concordance table (Dorans, Pommerich & Lyu, 1999) for both 

of mean college science grades by variables can never insure that SES experiences, shows large differencesmathematics and composite scores. Model D includes variables that account for general 

simple calculation from raw grades is controlled for fully, since it cannot between students who enroll in APhigh school performance in science, mathematics, and English, typical of many studies 

in Model A and by controlling for be measured without error:23 and others, earning college courseaccounting for high school grade point average (HSGPA) or its correlate, high school 

the collection of important covari- grades about four points higher thanrank-in-class. Model E adds the kind of course and performance in any preparatory
• Race – Accounting for the self 

ates in Model E. The course mean is the course average. There is little difcourse prior to taking the AP course in the subject. This model seeks to control for the 
identified race or ethnicity of

represented by a horizontal dashed students:White:Black,Hispanic, ferencebetweenthosereportingtakinginfluence of different levels of preparation in biology, chemistry or physics. Model E 

line. The magnitudes of coefficients Asian, multi-ethnic, or other. the AP exam and those who choosecan be interpreted as presenting the difference in college performance that is related to 

for AP experience are clearly muted not to in AP courses. However, whentaking an AP course or to a certain performance on the AP test between hypothetically 
• Hipared – the highest level ofwhen important background factors demographics and prior academicidentical students in all other variables, i.e. between students who had the same 

not associated with AP are accounted achievement are accounted for, theeducation of either parent: less orpreparation and background in prior years. It generates an estimate of the incremental 

for in subsequentmodels.Theaverage apparent advantage held by studentsequal to a high school diploma,effect of taking an AP course or having a certain performance on the AP test on the 

slopeof thedata relatingAPscorewith with AP experiences in high schoolssome college, 4-year degr e,college grade in the same subject. Included for each mod eel are the standardized beta 
graduate or professional degree.course grade is considerably reduced are roughly cut in half. This reduction(� coefficients that allow a comparison between the magnitude of the relative 

as shown in the third panel of Figure • Hstype’–Thekindofhighschool is similar to findings by Dougherty etcontribution of each variable to the explained variance. Note that the final regression 

4. Accounting for covariates leads to last attended: private, public or al. (2006a) in which the introductionmodel accounts for 35% of the overall variance. The lack of high correlation coefficients 

other. of controls in their regression analysisin Table 2 as well as other tests are evidence of a lack of colinearity in the models. 

A graphical comparison of Model A and Model E is shown in Figure 4. (Error bars 
represent one standard error from the mean for each category.) The two models show23. This point suggested by an anonymous reviewer of this paper. 
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the comparison of mean college science grades by simple calculation from raw grades in 
Model A and by controlling for the collection of important covariates in Model E. The 
course mean is represented by a horizontal dashed line. The magnitudes of coefficients 
for AP experience are clearly muted when important background factors not associated 

able 4: Regression Models Explaining Variance in College Science Grade 
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with AP are accounted for in subsequent models. The average slope of the data relating 
AP score with course grade is considerably reduced as shown in the third panel of 
Figure 4. Accounting for covariates leads to a reduction in the magnitude of all AP-
related coefficients. 

TTable 4. Regression Models Explaining Variance in College Science Grade 
DoF Model A SE Model B SE Model C SE Beta Model D SE Beta Model E SE Beta 

Constant 1 83.79 *** 84.76 *** 0.45 59.07 *** 1.26 37.73 *** 1.61 42.84 *** 1.68 

Prof ID 123 *** *** *** *** 

Race 5 *** *** *** 

hipared 3 *** *** *** 

Hstype' 2 ** *** *** 

Mean Ed Level' 1 - *** 0.61 *** 0.19 0.03 

SATM_CAL' 4 0.01 *** 0.00 0.09 0.01 *** 0.00 0.09 0.02 *** 0.00 0.13 

SATV_CAL' 1 0.03 *** 0.00 0.27 0.01 *** 0.00 0.06 0.01 *** 0.00 0.06 

himath 4 *** 0.13 *** 0.11 

�Algebra II -2.69 0.28 -2.31 0.28 

precalculus -1.33 0.19 -1.16 0.19 

Calculus 0.36 0.25 0.27 0.25 

Calculus AB 1.38 0.23 1.17 0.23 

Calculus BC 2.28 0.37 2.03 0.37 

Math Grade 1 2.51 *** 0.15 0.17 2.27 *** 0.15 0.16 

English Grade 4 0.93 *** 0.19 0.05 0.75 *** 0.19 0.04 

Science Grades 1 2.99 *** 0.23 0.14 2.13 *** 0.24 0.10 

Prep Course 4 *** 0.08 

not taken 0.19 0.29 

not reported -0.41 0.39 

C or lower -1.63 0.33 

B -0.28 0.22 

A 2.12 0.21 

Honors 1 0.97 *** 0.26 0.04 

AP Status 6 *** *** *** 0.19 *** 0.14 *** 0.15 

no AP -3.91 0.45 -4.66 0.44 -3.57 0.41 -2.69 0.39 -2.26 0.40 

No AP Exam 1.42 0.61 0.14 0.60 0.07 0.56 0.11 0.53 0.16 0.53 

AP 1 -5.68 1.49 -5.22 1.41 -3.32 1.33 -2.19 1.26 -2.47 1.25 

AP 2 -1.68 1.02 -1.34 0.97 -0.80 0.91 -0.94 0.86 -1.02 0.86 

AP 3 0.51 0.90 0.78 0.86 0.36 0.81 0.18 0.76 0.16 0.76 

AP 4 3.36 1.13 4.22 1.07 2.93 1.01 2.22 0.95 2.12 0.94 

AP 5 5.98 1.38 6.08 1.32 4.32 1.25 3.31 1.18 3.30 1.18 

Level of AS Raw Data Full Model 

no AP 79.88 7657 80.11 7657 79.05 7657 80.18 7575 79.46 7575 

No AP Exam 85.21 504 84.90 504 82.69 504 82.98 502 81.88 502 

AP 1 78.11 45 79.55 45 79.30 45 80.68 45 79.25 45 

AP 2 82.11 106 83.42 106 81.82 106 81.93 105 80.70 105 

AP 3 84.30 145 85.54 145 82.98 145 83.05 145 81.88 145 

AP 4 87.15 84 88.98 84 85.55 84 85.09 84 83.84 84 

AP 5 89.77 53 90.84 53 86.94 53 86.19 52 85.02 52 

Total Cases 8594 8594 8594 8594 8594 

Cases Missin 0 0 0 86 86 

Cases Used 8594 8594 8594 8508 8508 

r^2= 0.022 0.153 0.252 0.336 0.347 

Model E, deemed the “full model,” is particularly interesting, given that it accounts for 
several factors not easily disaggregated from students’ and teachers’ experiences. This 
model includes four significant demographic variables that together may be thought of 
as measures of socio-economic status (SES). Adjustments for such variables can never 
insure that SES is controlled for fully, since it cannot be measured without error:23 

23 This point suggested by an anonymous reviewer of this paper. 

resulted in reductions in the modeled 
outcome variable, college graduation
rate, from 39% to 26% for students 
passing an AP exam. Hence, in that 
study, a third of the apparent effect of 
passing anAP exam was explained by
the two covariates used: eighth-grade
mathematics achievement and high
school characteristics. Our findings 
are similar to those of Willingham & 
Morris (�986) who also found that 
half of the “AP advantage” was ac
counted for by matching students by
background.

Analyzing college grade by differ
ent levels of AP exam score is also 

illuminating (Figure 4). We found 
that students who are awarded an AP 
examscoreof � earned college science 
gradesnobetter thandid thosestudents 
who entered the college course after 
having taken a regular course in the 
subject. Similarly, students who have 
anAPexamscore of 2dono better than 
those who have completed an honors 
course. Since students usually com
plete either a regular or honors course 
prior to enrolling in an AP course, it 
appears as if students reporting low 
AP exam scores may have gained no 
benefit fromtheirAPcourse.Thisfind
ing contrasts with the belief espoused 

by many that it is always better to take 
a more rigorous course and earn a low 
grade than an easier course and earn a 
high grade (Adelman, �999).

Based on the results from the Full 
Model, those students who enroll in 
AP and have not taken the AP exam 
perform in college science about as 
well asAP3 students: about �.5 points
higher than the student average. AP 4 
students are predicted to earn college
science grades 3.4 points above aver
age.AP5 studentsare predicted toearn 
grades 4.6 points higher than average.
Though these predicted scores appear
to be fairly impressive,we should con-

Fall 2007 Vol. 16, No. 2 �3 
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• Race – Accounting for the self identified race or ethnicity of students: White:
Black, His anic, Asian, multi-ethnic, or other.
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• Hipared – the highest level of education of either parent: less or equal to a 
high school diploma, some college, 4-year degree, graduate or professional 
degree. 

sider that the student average sits just 
above 80 points, amounting to about 
a grade of B-. An additional 4.6 points 
would only elevate the course grade to 
roughly 85 points, suggesting that the 
average AP 5 student in introductory 
college science would be predicted to 
earn a letter grade of B if one accounts 
for those backgroundvariables thatare 
different from most students in their 
science course. 

Next we considered the relative im
portance of variables in the explained 
variance of the full model based on the 
standardized β (in units of the fraction 
ofastandarddeviationofcollegegrade 
earned for one standard deviation 
change in the independent variable). 
As one might expect, AP exam score 
has a substantial role (β = 0.�5). Yet, 
four other variables have similar rat
ings: high school math grade (β = 
0.�6), SAT Math (β = 0.�3), highest 
math course taken in HS (β = 0.��), 

and average science grade (in other 
subjects (β = 0.�0). Taken as a group, 
these are arguably stronger predictors 
of college grade than performance in 
high school courses preparatory to 
an AP course (β = 0.08). This may 
reflect the importance of mathemati
cal knowledge and reasoning ability 
for college students in the sciences 
(Burton & Ramist, 200�).

Poor performance in AP courses 
is often attributed to a concern over 
the “lack of academic readiness” for 
advanced placement courses, particu
larly a deficit in the “possession of 
prior relevant knowledge (Dougherty 
et al., 2006b, p. 6).” While one may 
assume that such knowledge could be 
acquired from a preparatory course 
(e.g. regular or honors chemistry for 
anAPchemistry course), the relatively 
lowstandardizedcoefficientsrelatedto 
theses courses (0.04 for honors level 
and 0.08 for the grade in this course) 

tend to invalidate this claim. More 
important to success incollege science 
appear to be general academic skills, 
particularly in mathematics. AP exam 
score had a correlation of 0.404 with 
SAT verbal scores (Table 2). This can 
be interpreted as evidence that high 
verbal functions (both in reading and 
writing) are necessary to get the most 
from an AP course (particularly read
ing the textbook) and to perform well 
on the AP exam. 

There are many possible explana
tions for why AP exam high-scorers 
do not consistently attain levels of 
performance commensurate with 
stated College Boardexpectations.We 
discuss some of these below: 

• Non-equivalency of the AP
exams and college science at-
tainment measures. AP exams 
may not fully reflect content of 
the college courses in this study, 
even though the College Board’s 

Figure 4: Comparison of Model A (“Raw Data”) and Model E (“Full Model”) 
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• Hstype’ – The kind of high school last attended: private, public or other. 

• Mean Ed Level – The average educational level of those in the student’s home 
ZIP code, based on the categories use for Hipared. 
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Discussion 

The initial model which does not control for student backgrounds and academic 
performance prior to, and independent of, any AP course experiences, shows large 
differences between students who enroll in AP and others, earning college course 
grades about four points higher than the course average. There is little difference 
between those reporting taking the AP exam and those who choose not to in AP 
courses. However, when demographics and prior academic achievement are accounted 
for, the apparent advantage held by students with AP experiences in high schools are 
roughly cut in half. This reduction is similar to findings by Dougherty et al. (2006a) in 
which the introduction of controls in their regression analysis resulted in reductions in 
the modeled outcome variable, college graduation rate, from 39% to 26% for students 
passing an AP exam. Hence, in that study, a third of the apparent effect of passing an 
AP exam was explained by the two covariates used: eighth-grade mathematics 
achievement and high school characteristics. Our findings are similar to those of 
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efforts are designed to accurately 
reflect the college curriculum. 
Certainly there is content at the 
college level that is uniquely pre
sented by college professors that 
cannot show up in a standardized 
AP test. Also, more goes into a 
college course grade than a single 
final exam. Students often take 
additional tests (e.g. mid-terms), 
are graded on their laboratory 
work and problem sets, and may 
be required to pursue a project or 
paper. No matter how close the 
AP exam is to the college-level 
exam, there may be missing ele
ments that do not make the AP 
test a valid substitute for a college 
grade in science, however similar 
it may be to the final exam. 

• Over-generosity in AP Exam 
Scoring. “In general, an AP
grade of 3 or higher indicates 
sufficient mastery of course 
content to grant a student ex-
emption from a college course, 
credit, or both (College Board, 
2004, p. 6.)” The College Board 
is clear in its guidelines, adjust
ing the cut-points (how exam 
scores are assigned) of each of 
its AP examinations so that ”… 
the lowest AP 5 is equivalent to 
the average “A” in college, the 
lowest AP 4 is equivalent to the 
average “B,”and the lowestAP3 
is equivalent to the average “C” 
(College Board, 2004, p. 11).”
The so-called “composite score 
boundaries” set the cut-offs for 
AP exam “grades” of �, 2, 3, 4, 
or 5 from the raw scores or “for-
mulascores.”Thesetting of these 
boundaries is explainedon theAP 

website.24 An example is given 
for the Physics C (Electricity and 
Magnetism Exam). The cut-off 
score over which students earn 
a “5” is �9.7 out of 35 problems 
correct or 56%. The cut-off score 
over which students earn a “4” is 
40% and over which they earn 
a “3” is 3�%.25 While assigning 
final“grades” isafunctionof item 
difficulty, such a low percentage 
of items correct translating into 
a top score is unusual for a test. 
As a criterion referenced exam, 
the criteria may be set too low 
(Lichten, 2000). 

• Lack of Sufficient Content 
Coverage in AP Exams. A 
fundamental limitation of all 
standardized examsis theamount 
of content each exam may in
clude. Although exams may be 
“comprehensive” in some ways, 
a single Advanced Placement 
examhasno hopeof including the 
degree of comprehensive content 
coverage typically included in 
college coursework. As a result, 
AP exams are at a fundamental 
disadvantage, depending largely 
on an assessment of student 
content knowledge based on a 
samplingofstudentperformance. 
This approach is based on the 
same premise as this large-scale 
study; however, the difference 
lies in its application. While we 
make no claims as to the perfor
mance of individuals based on 
our analysis, but rather limit our 
conclusions togeneralizationsfor 
large groups, AP exams do make 
theclaimofprovidingahighlyac
curate appraisal of an individual 

student’s knowledge and ability. 
Theaccuracyof theseclaimsmust 
be clear and unequivocal, since 
decisions for an individual are 
made on the weight of a single 
AP exam score. A decision to 
bypass an introductory course 
doeshave potential repercussions 
for individual students. 

• Weak MethodologyinAPScore 
Validation. For the process of 
validation carried out by the 
CollegeBoard, itemsfromtherel
evant AP exam are administered 
to college science students at the 
end of their course. Any laxity of 
effort on the part of these students 
to do well would invalidate the 
equating of AP scores to college 
grades(Lutkus,Weiss,Campbell, 
Mazzeo & Lazer �999). The Col
legeBoard is silent in its technical 
manual as to what motivation 
thesestudentshavetodotheirbest 
on these exams. Also, extensive 
preparation of AP students with 
practice exams familiarizes them 
with the format and probable 
content. Participating college 
students enjoy no such “prep
ping” for the questions that they 
answer drawn from AP exams 
andmaybeunaccustomedto their 
formulation, earning them lower 
scores. There is a lack of parity 
since the College Board does not 
administer actual college science 
final exams to AP students while 
in high school to see if they score 
at levels reflective of high college 
grades. 

• Sample Size of the Current 
Study.While 8594 students were 
included in this study, only 937 

24. “An AP grade may also indicate that the student should receive credit for a college course that he or she has not taken. To check the validity of such decisions, 
studies are conducted in which the AP Exam is administered to students taking the college courses in question. The college students’ grades on the AP Exam 
are then compared with their grades in the college course.” (http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/article/0,3045,�52-�67-0-2052,00.html#key)

25. http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/members/article/�,3046,�54-�8�-0-��583,00.html 
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reported taking the relevant AP
course in high school. Of these 
students 433 reported taking 
the exam with 282 reporting AP
exam scores of 3 or higher. While 
this study is smaller than several 
concerningAdvancedPlacement, 
it is the largest investigation of 
its kind that controls for relevant 
background factors such as prior 
mathematics and science course-
taking and performance. This 
study offers a snapshot of the 
actual performance of students 
in introductory college science 
in U.S. colleges and universi
ties. While studies with larger 
samples of AP students abound, 
most control for few or no back
ground variables. These results 
offer little tonoinformationabout 
the disaggregated relationshipof 
AdvancedPlacementexperiences 
and student performance in col
lege.After controlling for several 
covariates, our study found that 
AP course participation and 
performance on AP tests were 
indeed related to performance 
in college science courses, but 
that the magnitude of the effect 
was about half that found with
out controls. Moreover, we do 
not know if AP experiences help 
students or if better students help 
APoutcomes.Giventhecleardis
parities of educational resources 
in American education, the latter 
may not be further from the truth 
than the former. 

• Missing students who “place 
out” in the current study. This 
study, by its very design, does not 
include any students who have 
earned high enough AP exam 
scores to receive credit for an in
troductorycollegesciencecourse 

and, hence, do not take it. Many, 
perhaps most, of the students 
in colleges that we study who 
earn a 3, 4, or 5 are simply not 
in our sample. There is no direct 
way to know how these students 
would fare in an introductory 
course, one can only analyze the 
grades of those who are actu
ally enrolled in an introductory 
course, as we have. However, we 
have established that these high 
scoring AP students have no ap
parentdeficiencies in otherareas. 
Throughourfollow-upsurveywe 
havealso found thatmost thought 
retaking the introductory course 
was beneficial. These students 
strive for high grades and work 
as hard or harder than their class
mates. 

• AP students were bored retak-
ing introductory courses. One 
explanation may be boredom 
among AP exam takers since 
the college course may merely 
be a review of concepts covered 
in high school. With this issue 
in mind, we queried students in 
our survey who offered “further 
contact” information and who 
reported high AP exam scores. 
Our follow-up inquiries found 
that a majority of the students 
contacted reported the “re-tak
ing”of thecollegesciencecourse 
to be beneficial. In addition, we 
didnotfindsignificantdifferences 
(at p≤0.05 for χ2 test) in level of 
effort reported in college science 
between APstudents who passed 
or failed the AP exam in high 
school. 

Conclusions 
This study seeks to disentangle 

two issues: the validity of Advanced 

Placement exams as predictors of 
college science performance and the 
“value-added” of taking AP science 
courses in high school. AP courses act 
as both a filter for the most motivated 
and brightest high school students, 
while offering an opportunity to learn 
science in a rigorous, fast-paced en
vironment modeling an introductory 
college course. We have chosen to 
examine the performance of college 
students taking introductory college 
biology, chemistry, and physics. 
These students have varied academic 
backgrounds that allow for the use of 
multiple regression to model the de
greetowhichspecificvariablesexplain 
differences in college performance.

We find that the students in our 
sample who reported AP exam scores 
of 3 or higher earned college grades 
that were higher than the student av
erage. However, many AP 5 students 
performed at levels below the College 
Board’s claims of excellence even 
after taking a semester of the college 
science. While 73% of AP 4 students 
earned college science grades above 
the College Board’s stated “mid-level 
B performance in college,” about 
half of the AP 5 students missed the 
A level performance cited by the 
College Board. We should be clear 
on one very important point, all the 
students in our survey experienced a 
semesterofactual introductorycollege 
science course work. Thus, given that 
high school AP courses are intended 
to stand in place of college courses, it 
can be argued that AP students have 
taken the introductory college course 
twice,anddespite thisclearadvantage, 
their performance is by no means 
indicative of the benefit many would 
have us believe Advanced Placement 
courses would impart to high school 
students who take them. As a measure 
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of introductorycollegesciencecontent 
knowledge mastery, the performance 
of a considerable fraction of APtakers 
does not appear to adequately reflect 
the professed notions of the College 
Board. In fact, in our qualitative 
probe, many students feel that while 
AP is a good preparation for college 
science, many also feel they benefited 
from taking the actual college science 
course. 

Based on our analysis, it appears 
that about half of the advantage at
tributed to AP experience can be ac
counted for by variables representing 
theacademicabilitiesandexperiences 
possessed by AP students prior to, or 
independent of, their AP course expe
riences. Students’ backgrounds, par
ticularly theirmathematicalandverbal 
skills, appear to contribute mightily to 
their performance in college science 
courses. While the AP examination 
program is an elaborate system, with 
its professionaldevelopmentprogram 
rivaling its assessment program in 
size and productivity, the Advanced 
Placement exams themselves appear 
to fall short of the predictive validity 
claimed by the College Board. Based 
on the findings from our study, AP
exams scores of 3 do not appear to 
warrant the granting of college credit 
over those students who take an AP 
course in high school, but do not take 
theexam. In addition,wefound thatan 
AP exam score of � or 2 offered little 
evidence of any benefit derived from 
theAPcourseworkexperiencedby the 
students in high school. In addition, 
students passing an AP exam might 
well consider retaking introductory 
courses in college to more completely 
master the content, as many colleges 
and universities already require. 

… our study has found 
indications that the AP 
program, while certainly 
of value to many students, 
may lack some of the 
evidence necessary 
to support its claim of 
academic rigor equal to 
that of introductory college 
and university courses in 
science. 

Our findings suggest that the edu
cators, teachers, parents, and students 
would be better served by: 
−An acknowledgment from the 

College Board that evidence exists 
indicating the non-equivalence of 
AP courses and college courses in 
biology, chemistry, and physics. 

−A more balanced mix of both sup 
portive and critical research at the 
Advanced Placement website.26 

−The College Board clearly stating 
their role in funding research stud
ies cited as evidence for AP course 
effectiveness. 

−AP exam scoring made more strin
gent so that the highest exam score 
truly represents achievement at the 
highest level of college work. 

−The College Board acknowledg 
ing that the later performance of 
students who pass the AP exams 
appears to be explained as much 
by their prior background as their 
AP course enrollment. 
Forhighschoolsseekingtoevaluate 

their APscience courses, a preponder
ance of AP exam scores of � or 2 may 
be interpreted to mean that the AP 

course in their school offered little or 
nobenefit tostudentsbeyondregularor 
honors level science courses. Schools 
inwhich themajorityof students score 
in this range should examine whether 
exposure to AP-level rigor holds any 
benefitsapart fromthe“academicpad 
ding”coinedbyLichten that aids them 
in the college admission process.

Advanced Placement has become 
one of the most highly respected 
“brand-names” in secondary/post
secondary education. However, our 
study has found indications that the 
AP program, while certainly of value 
to many students, may lack some of 
the evidence necessary to support its 
claim of academic rigor equal to that 
of introductory college and university 
courses in science. While this current 
study certainly suffers from limita
tions, as do all research studies, what 
is clear from our findings is that the 
claims of the College Board regard
ing the interpretation and validity of 
AP exam scores are problematic. Our 
findings indicate the need for further 
investigations of greater size, scope, 
and intensity, especially given the po
tential being ascribed to the Advanced 
Placement program as part of the 
cure for what ails American science 
education. 
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Austin M. Hitt, J. Scott Townsend 

Getting to the Core Issues of Science

Teaching: A Model-Based


Approach to Science Instruction
 
The authors present analogies as useful instructional tools that improve 
students’ and teachers’ understanding by anchoring abstract concepts to 
concrete and familiar entities.
	

Introduction 
Science teachersare responsible for 

guiding students through the process 
of learning and understanding science 
content. In order to carry out this 
charge, they need to present informa
tion in a manner that is congruent with 
the way students learn. Educational 
Psychologist Jerome Brunner sum
marized this issue when he wrote, 
“The task of teaching a subject to 
a child at any particular age is one 
of representing the structure of that 
subject in terms of the child’s way 
of viewing things (Brunner, �960).” 
Bruner stated that students must be 
able to“represent”phenomenaat three 
distinct levels: the enactive, iconic, 
and symbolic (Brunner, �966). The 
enactive level pertains to phenomena 
that can be observed. This is the world 
of experiences that includes what we 
learn about the world through our 
five senses. The iconic level refers to 
internal representationsormodels that 
students use to visualize phenomena. 
Finally, thesymbolic level refers to the 
abstractscientificsymbols,definitions, 
and formulas that are used to explain 
phenomena.AccordingtheBrunner, in 
order for students to trulyunderstanda 
concept they need to have experience 
with it at all three levels. 

Three Conceptual Levels of 
Scientific Understanding 

Macroscopic Level
In order to specifically address 

the unique perspectives in chemistry 
and the physical sciences Johnstone 
(�99�) proposes a parallel model that 
is amenable to these subjects. We refer 
to this model as the Three Conceptual 
Levels of Scientific Understanding. 
Johnstone’s conceptual levels are par
allel toBrunner’sbuthe renames them 
themacroscopic, sub-microscopicand 
symbolic. The macroscopic level re
fers tophenomenathatcanbeobserved 
directly. At the macroscopic level 
students experience the phenomenon 
through demonstrations or hands-on 
activities. These types of observable 
demonstrations help students to build 
connections between experiences and 
science concepts (Bransford 2004; 
Bransford & Donovan, 2005). 
Sub-microscopic / Particle Level

The sub-microscopic level refers 
to phenomena that occur at the level 
of molecules and atoms. In order to 
more accurately reflect the learning 
issues in chemistry,

Gabel (�999) asserts that this level 
be redefined as the particle level. The 
term particle is generic and can be ap

plied to diverse species such as atoms, 
ions, or molecules. In order to accu
rately explain chemical phenomena 
students need to identify the relevant 
particles and describe the interactions 
between the particles. 

By constructing their own 
models, the students can 
see, touch, and manipulate 
abstract information which 
help them develop a deeper 
understanding of the 
scientific concepts. 

For example, research has revealed 
thatstudents,atdiversedevelopmental 
levels, have naïve or incomplete un
derstandings of the process of burning 
(Driver, Squires, Rushworth, & Wood 
Robinson, �994; Gabel, Monahan, 
MaKinster,&Stockton,200�).Studies 
have shown that students recognize 
that oxygen is necessary but they fre
quently do not understand the role of 
oxygen in burning. Because students 
can not conceptualize how oxygen in
teractsat theparticle level, they tend to 
envisionburningas aprocess inwhich 
the starting material is destroyed. 
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At the macroscopic level, this is a 
reasonable conclusion based on com
monexperiences suchas burninga log 
or newspapers. The starting material 
breaks apart and the overall product, 
ash, appears to have less mass because 
of the loss of material in the form 
of smoke, carbon dioxide and other 
products. In reality, burning involves 
the addition of oxygen to materials 
whichresults innewproducts thathave 
a greater cumulative mass than the 
starting material. However, students 
cannot observe how the particles of 
the starting material interact with 
oxygen. What they observe is the ash 
that looks and feels lighter than the 
original log or newspaper. Based on 
their macroscopic observations, it is 
relatively easy for students to develop 
themisconception thatburning results 
in the destruction and consequent 
disappearance of matter.

In order to devise an accurate sci
entific explanation for burning or any 
other chemical phenomena, students 
need to beable tovisualize the interac
tions between particles. Because they 
can not see these particles they need 
a tool for bridging the gap between 
their experiences and interactions 
at the particle level, models. By 
constructing their own models, the 
students can see, touch, and manipu
late abstract information which help 
them develop a deeper understanding 
of the scientific concepts (Gilbert, 
�99�; Robinson, 2000; Gilbert & 
Ireton, 2003; Mclachlan, 2003; Hitt 
& Townsend, 2004).

Models and model building also 
helps teachers assess their stu
dents’ knowledge and understanding. 
Research reveals that model-based 
instruction can be used to identify 
students’ misconceptions about sci
ence content (Greca & Moreira, 2002; 
Bunce & Gabel, 2002; Taber, 2003) 

and the nature of scientific inquiries 
(Niaz,200�;Justi&Gilbert,2000).By 
assessing students’ models, teachers 
can focus instruction on content that 
is the most difficult for the students 
to understand. 

Because models are so critical 
to understanding concepts at the 
sub-microscopic/particle level, we 
propose that it be reconceived as the 
“modeling” level (Hitt & Townsend, 
2004). We have two reasons for our 
proposal. First, because all scientific 
fields use models, in some form, there 
is a clear connection between the three 
conceptual levels of scientific under
standing and diverse science subjects. 
This means the modeling concept is 
compatible with other scientific fields 
such as biology and meteorology.

Second, redefining the sub-micro
scopic / particle level aligns it with 
phenomena at significantly different 
scales. For example, a high school 
biology class can address concepts 
that range from processes at the 
molecular level, such as the replica
tion of DNA, to ecosystems which 
encompass thousands of biotic and 
non-living variables. Students can not 
directly observe these concepts in the 
classroom but they can visualize them 
by creating models (Robinson, 2002; 
Mclachlan, 2003). 
Symbolic Level

Thesymboliclevelreferstoscientif
ic formulas,equations,anddefinitions. 
Students have the greatest difficulty 
understanding science content at the 
symbolic level because it is unfamil
iar to them (Johnstone, �99�, Gabel, 
�987; �999; Hitt & Townsend, 2004). 
Unfortunately,scienceinstructors tend 
to focus on the symbolic level exclu
sively which can result in students 
becoming disinterested and simply 
memorizing definitions and formulas 
(Gabel, �993; �999). Research on 

learningdemonstrates that memoriza
tion is ineffective because it does not 
result inconnectionsbetweenconcepts 
and the information is storedrelatively 
briefly (Bransford,2004; Bransford & 
Donovan, 2005). 

Research on learning 
demonstrates that 
memorization is ineffective 
because it does not 
result in connections 
between concepts and 
the information is stored 
relatively briefly. 

In this article we present an anal
ogy, Apple Activity, designed to help 
science teachers and students reflect 
upon science instruction and learning 
at the three conceptual levels of sci
entific understanding. Analogies are 
useful instructional tools that improve 
individuals’understandingby anchor
ing abstract concepts to concrete and 
familiar entities (Lakoff & Johnson, 
�980). This analogy provides a simple 
and familiar situation designed to 
help science teachers reflect on their 
students’ perspectives. Too often sci
ence instructors, includingtheauthors, 
teach science through traditional lec
tures that mainly address the symbolic 
andmacroscopic levels.Thisapproach 
is logical for science teachers who 
are experts but it can be confusing 
for students who are relative novices. 
The Apple Activity creates an analogy 
that helps science instructors to “see” 
the differences between experts and 
novices. After we introduce the Apple
Activity wediscusshowitconnects the 
Three Conceptual Levels of Scientific 
Understanding to science content and 
effective teaching practices. 
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ridiculous. Everyone in this class has seen this before! How can we even begin if you 

don’t know such a basic concept?” 

After waiting a bit longer, Dr. Smith decides to help the class out. “Okay class I 
6 

know that it is early in the semester and you may need help in getting started so I willwho are experts but it can be confusing for students who are relative novices. 

e Activity creates an analogy that helps science instructors to “see” the provide you with a different representation of the same concept.” He replaces the first 

Activity Setting overhead with a second overhead Afterdiscussingthestudents’obseres between experts and novices. After we introduce the Apple Activity we 

This activity is presented in the (Figure 2). vations Dr. Smith distributes a collec
overhead with a second overhead (Figure 2). 

ow it connects the Three Conceptual Levels of Scientific Understanding to
form of a dialogue between Dr. Smith, tionofplasticapples(Figure4).“These 
the professor for a secondary scienceontent and effective teaching practices. are plastic models of real apples that 
methods course, and his pre-service I purchased at a hobby store. NoticeSetting 

scienceteachers.Wedecidedtopresent they look nearly identical to the real 
the activity as a vignette in an attempt apple. I now want you to look at your
to provide readers with a student’sfor a secondary science methods course, and his pre-service science teachers. list of observations for the real apple 
perspective. When we present this 

his activity is presented in the form of a dialogue between Dr. Smith, the 

and cross out any observations that do 
activity to teachers and students we Figure 2: Second set of not apply to the plastic model.”
assume the role of Dr. Smith. Figuuree 2 Second set of grammatical symbols for a common object 

ded to present the activity as a vignette in an attempt to provide readers with a 

perspective. When we present this activity to teachers and st d nts we assumegrammatical symbols for a 

of Dr. Smith. Scenario common object 

Dr. Smith starts class by stating, 

overhead (Figure �). “Now I want youDr. Smith finally concedes that the students are not familiar with the concept and 

“Good morning class. I can tell youThe students continue to stare at the overhead and all the coaxing that Dr. Smith can 

Dr. Smith asks, “Now can anyone give me some information about this concept?” 

Dr. Smith asks, “Now can anyone 

areeager to learnhowto teachscience.r. Smith starts class by stating, “Good morning class. I can tell you are eager togive me some information about this 

Let’sstartclasswithasimpleconcept.”muster fails to get responses from the class.
concept?” The students continue to 

w to teach science. Let’s start class with a simple concept.” He then places astare at the overhead and all the coax-He then places a transparency on the 
ncy on the overhead (Figure 1). “Now I want you to create a list of all the ideasing that Dr. Smith can muster fails to 

get responses from the class.to create a list of all the ideas that areelevant to this concept.” 

relevant to this concept.”that he must start at a more basic level. “Maybe I’m just introducing this problem theFigure 4: Image of a plasticDr. Smith finally concedes that 
model of an applethe students are not familiar with the 

wrong way. Perhaps we need to approach this concept from a different perspective.” Heconcept and that he must start at a 
Dr. Smith then leads a class discus-more basic level. “Maybe I’m just

reaches into a brown grocery bag and distributes bright red apples to the class (Figure 3).sion about the similarities and difintroducing this problem the wrong 
ferences between the plastic models 
and the real apples. “Now class you
probably noticed that the models have 
some similarities and some differ
ences compared to real apples. This is 

Figure 1 Grammatical symbols for a common object because models are not exact replicas
Figure 1: Grammatical symbols but are conceptual representations offter waiting a few moments Dr. Smith looks around the room and observes the 

Figure 3 Image of an apple 

way. Perhaps we need to approach this 
concept from a different perspective.”
He reaches into a brown grocery bag
and distributes bright red apples to the 
class (Figure 3). 

for a common object the real phenomenon or target.”
expressions on his students’ faces. He sardonically responds, “Oh this is “You have probably seen manyAfter waiting a few moments Dr. 

types of models such as physical mod-Smith looks around the room and 
els, computer models, mathematicalobserves the confused expressions 
models, and graphical models just toon his students’ faces. He sardoni
name a few. Despite their differentcally responds, “Oh this is ridiculous. 
appearances, all models have theEveryone in this class has seen this 

Figure 3 : Image of an apple common function of explaining andbefore! How can we even begin if you 
connecting concepts associated withdon’t know such a basic concept?”

“What can you tell me about the target. In our case we are using aAfter waiting a bit longer, Dr. 
apples?” The students look at Dr. simple physical model that addressesSmith decides to help the class out. 
Smithwryly. “NowIwanteveryone to the concepts associated with apples.“Okay class I know that it is early in 
write down a list of observations that For example the idea that apples arethe semester and you may need help 
youcanmakeforyourapple.” Initially ‘red’ is a concept that is built into ourin getting started so I will provide you 
the class is reluctant but with some model.”with a different representation of the 
encouragement they use their senses “Now class does anyone have anysame concept.” He replaces the first 
to investigate the apples. difficulty relating this model to a real 
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Despite their different 
appearances, all models 
have the common 
function of explaining 
and connecting concepts 
associated with the target. 

apple?” The students quietly indicate 
that they have no difficulty with this 
concept.“Good!Nowwewillexamine 
twomoremodelsofapples.”Using the 
overhead, Dr. Smith shows the class a 
two dimensional model of a red apple 
(Figure 5).

“Notice that this model is more 
abstract then the plastic model of the 
apple. In order to understand it you 
need to have a deeper understanding 
of apples and the concepts associated 
with apples. Now mark off all of the 
observations for the real apple that do 
not pertain to this model.” 

Figure 5 Colored two 
dimensional model of an apple 

After the class discusses the com
mon characteristics of the apple dia
gram and real apples, Dr. Smith places 
a simple black and white model of an 
apple on the overhead (Figure 6). He 
again instructs the students tomarkoff 
any observations of the real apple that 
do not apply to the new model. 

Figure 6: Two dimensional two-
toned model of an apple 

Finally, Dr. Smith is ready to share 
with the class the most abstract rep
resentation of an apple (Figure 7). 
“Now I want you to eliminate all of 
the attributes of the real apple that the 
word ‘apple’ lacks.” 

APPLE
 
Figure 7: Symbolic 
representation of an apple 

Dr.Smithasks theclass toshareany 
observations they recorded for the real 
apple that apply to the word “apple.” 
After another moment of silence Mr. 
Smith asks, “So none of you have 
any observations for this symbolic 
representation? Does that mean it has 
no meaning to you? Of course not! I 
bet the word apple conjures up a lot 
of images.”

“The word ‘apple’ is a symbol or 
abstract representation of an apple. In 
fact no physical or conceptual infor
mation about an apple is observable. 
It is greatly simpler than a model and 
if you understand it you also have a 
firm understandingof thephysical and 
diagrammaticmodelsofanapple.”Dr. 
Smith again shows the overheads for 
the word “apple” written in the unfa
miliar languages. “I bet you can recall 
many images and ideas that are con
nected to these symbols or models.” 
The students nod in agreement. 

“Now I want to change the focus 
of our discussion. Imagine you are a 
student inascienceclassandoneof the 
first things you are expected to learn is 
a definition, formula, or symbol. You 
are told that it is a basic concept and 
you must learn it because all future 
information will be built upon it. You 
are not familiar with this elementary 
concept so it might as well be in a for
eign language. Can you imagine how 
you might feel at this moment?”

Dr. Smith walks over to the board 
and writes a formula for a chemical 
reaction (Figure 8). “Imagine that 
you are in Chemistry I and the topic 
is chemical reactions. 

Cu (S) + 2AgNO3(Aq)➔ 

2Ag (s) + Cu(NO3)2 (aq) 

Figure 8: Symbolic formula for 
the reaction of copper wire and 
silver nitrate solution 

Based on what you have gleaned 
fromthe AppleActivity canyou tellme 
how I could introduce this chemical 
reaction without using this relatively 
abstract formula?” 

Discussion 
Science teachers at all levels live 

for those “AHA” moments when 
the light goes on and their students 
grasp a concept. By sharing the Apple
Activity withpre-serviceand inservice 
teachers and college faculty, we have 
observed many “Aha” moments. The 
Apple Activity provides educators at 
all levels with a fresh perspective on 
the problems their students face in 
their classes. 

The Apple Activity also helps 
educators focus on the attributes of 
scientific models. Frequently science 
educators use a variety of models to 
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Science teachers at all 
levels live for those “AHA” 
moments when the light 
goes on and their students 
grasp a concept. 

explain phenomena but they do not 
explain the assumptions built into the 
models.Research inscienceeducation 
reveals that students maintain naïve 
conceptions about scientific models 
(Grosslight, Unger, Jay, & Smith, 
1991). Without explicit reflection on 
the similarities and differences be
tweenthemodelandits target, students 
can internalize misconceptions. For 
example, we have used ball-and-stick 
models in order to teach high school 
students about molecular structures. 
The models were effective at teaching 
themthestructureofmoleculesbut the 
models also introduced misconcep
tions. After questioning our students, 
we found that many of them believed 
that chemical bonds were “sticks” 
or “beams” that held atoms together. 
These misconceptions could have 
been avoided by having our students 
explicitly reflect on the nature of 
models (Eichinger, 2005).

Another use of the Apple Activity is 
to help students reflect on the process 
of learningscience.Manystudentsfind 
science intimidating because of all of 
the scientific jargon used to describe 
phenomena. The Apple Activity is a 
useful tool for addressing their ap
prehensions by informing them how 
the science content will be presented 
in class. 

Aftercompleting the AppleActivity
a chemistry instructor could tell her 
class, “The way we are going to ap
proach chemistry this semester is 
analogous to the Apple Activity. The 
lab is like investigating the ‘real apple’ 

because you are making observations 
and inferences for real chemical reac
tions. Initially our lectures will be like 
examining the ‘apple models’because 
we will be building molecular models 
and drawing cartoon-like images of 
molecules. Later, the lecture will be 
similar to identifying the ‘word for 
apple’when we translate our observa
tions and models into chemical sym
bols and formulas. By the end of this 
course you will have ‘seen’ chemical 
phenomena, created models in order 
tovisualize thephenomena, translated 
your observations and models into 
a symbolic language, and used this 
scientific language to communicate 
with others.” 

Finally, the Apple Activity is a use
ful introduction to our main objective, 
improving classroom instruction by 
using the Three Conceptual Levels of 
Scientific Understanding (Johnstone, 
�99�; Gabel, �999; Hitt & Townsend, 
2004).

All three of the levels are intercon
nected and are essential for promoting 
student learning (Figure 9). Omitting 
a step disrupts conceptual learning 
and prevents students from mak
ing connections between real world 
phenomena, models, and scientific 
concepts.

The easiest level for students to 
understand is the macroscopic level 

which refers to observations derived 
from the five senses. In the Apple
Activity this level equates to the stu
dents using their senses to observe 
the real apple.

The particle / modeling level con
sists of constructing models in order 
to visualize phenomena. They can be 
physical models, diagrams, verbal 
descriptions, computer models etc. 
Students can see and manipulate the 
models and effectively internalize 
scientific concepts. An example of 
this level in the Apple Activity would 
be the plastic apple and the apple 
diagrams.

The most abstract and difficult 
level for students to master is the sym
bolicwhichconsistsof the definitions, 
symbols, and formulas that describe 
phenomena. This level is difficult 
because it is comparable to learning 
a new language. The symbols used to 
describethephenomenonarecomplete 
abstractionsandprovidenocluesabout 
thephenomenon. In the AppleActivity,
the symbolic level is represented by 
the various words for apple.

Inorder todemonstrate the levelsof 
scientificunderstanding inourscience 
methods courses we select a concept 
such as a chemical reaction. For ex
ample we use the reaction listed in the 
scenario which involves a copper wire 
placed in a dilute solution of silver 

Figure 9: Three conceptual levels of scientific understanding 
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nitrate. We have students combine 
the reactants and then observe what 
happens at the macroscopic level. 
The copper wire and silver nitrate 
react to produce a silver precipitate 
and a bluish copper/nitrate complex 
(Figure �0). 

Figure 10: Copper wire and 
silver nitrate reaction 

First students observe the char
acteristics of a chemical reaction 
at the macroscopic level such as a 
color change, precipitate formation, 
and temperature changes. We then 
point out that all of the macroscopic 
characteristics of chemical reactions 
can also be observed during physical 
changes. For example: color changes 
occur when a dye is added to water, 
sugar precipitates out of tea when 
the tea becomes saturated, and tem
perature changes occur when water 
evaporates.

Weemphasize thatobservationsare 
only the first steps to understanding a 
phenomenon.Bydefinitionachemical 
reaction is the breaking and forming 
of chemical bonds which results in 
the rearrangement of atoms and mol
ecules. Inorder tovisualizeachemical 
reaction students need to construct 
particlemodels (Figure��).Themodel 
building process can produce diverse 

resultsdue to thedevelopmental levels 
of the students and the requirements 
of the course. 

The critical requirements for a 
satisfactory model for a middle school 
science class or high school physi
cal science course may be limited to 
balancing the equation and including 
the appropriate atoms and molecules 
(Figure ��a). After constructing the 
model the students can discuss how 
the particle model is different from the 
real chemical reaction. They can note 
differences such as the model of the 
Copper(II)nitratemolecule,Cu(NO3)2
and themodelofSilverNitrateAgNO3
is a solid particle but in the actual 
chemical reaction the copper, silver 
andnitrate ionsareaquated insolution, 
2Ag + + 2NO3

- and Cu2+ + 2NO3
-. This 

process of comparing the model to its 
target helps the students recognize 
the limitations of their models and 
facilitates the development of more 
accuratescientificmodels(Figure11b) 
(Eichinger, 2005). 

A 

B 

Figure 11: Student models 
for the reaction between solid 
copper and silver nitrate. (A) 
Lower level model that shows 
the Cu and Ag atoms covalently 
bonded to the NO3 

molecules. 
(B) Relatively more advanced 
model depicting the aqueous 
nature of the reaction. The 
interaction between Cu and 

Ag with NO3 
is not covalent 

but represents an interaction 
between opposite charges. 

The most abstract and 
difficult level for students 
to master is the symbolic 
which consists of the 
definitions, symbols, and 
formulas that describe 
phenomena. 

In contrast, high school or college-
level general chemistry students will 
be expected to produce more complex 
models and more detailed critiques of 
their models. For example, they may 
be required to discuss the structure 
or construct a model that accurately 
displays the blue species of copper 
[Cu(H2O)6]

2+ or create a model that 
representsaskeletonequationinwhich 
NO3 is simply a spectator ion. After 
the model is constructed the process 
is the same as for younger students. 
The students compare and contrast 
their model to the target and adapt 
their model to meet the appropriate 
scientific explanation.

Regardless of the developmental 
level, we have found that when stu
dents construct models it helps them 
to visualize and communicate their 
ideas. Students, ranging from middle 
level to college-graduates, frequently 
tell us that this is the first time that 
they can “see” what occurs during a 
chemical reaction. 

Finally, the students create a sym
bolic formula in order to describe 
a chemical reaction (Figure 6). The 
formula for a chemical reaction is a 
compilation of symbols that do not 
resemble the actual reactants and 
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products. Because the terms in the 
formulaarenot intuitiveandcomposed 
of symbols we prefer to designate 
the chemical formula as a symbolic 
representation. In our experiences we 
have discovered that some students 
and educators prefer to interpret the 
formula as a model or envision it as 
a hybrid of symbols and a model. In 
any case, the chemical formula is 
more abstract than the particle model 
and discrepancies over the nature of a 
chemical formulacanengagestudents 
and educators in interesting scientific 
discussions. 

Final Thoughts
The three conceptual levels of 

scientific understanding can be used 
to improve science instruction by 
aligning it with the way students learn 
science. In order to convince second
ary inservice and preservice teachers 
of the efficacy of this model we utilize 
the Apple Activity. The activity has 
received positive feedback from both 
groups. Based on our experiences, we 
believe that it can also be used with 
inservice and pre-service teachers 
at the elementary to middle school 
levels. When science instruction is 
based on the three levels of scientific 
understanding it becomes compatible 
with thewaystudents learn.Asa result 
scienceteacherscanhelptheirstudents 
master the “core” ideas in science. 
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Robert H. Tai, Christine Qi Liu, Xitao Fan 

Factors Influencing Retention of

Mathematics and Science Teachers in 


Secondary Schools—

A Study based on SASS/TFS
 

Using a sample of mathematics and science teachers extracted from the 
1999-2001 SASS/TFS surveys, connections between teacher and school 
district characteristics regarding retention are investigated to offer insight 
into how mathematics/science teacher recruitment might be focused. 

Introduction 
Shortages of qualified science and 

mathematics teachers are a ubiqui
tous problem in the United States. 
Many schools face both sides of the 
problem: recruitment and retention 
of those teachers. Since bringing 
new teachers in and keeping them 
are equally important, where should 
school districts look for teachers that 
are most likely to stay? While many 
school districts cannot afford to be 
too choosy in where they look, their 
limited resources also mean that they 
cannot look everywhere. Therefore, 
information on who are more likely 
to stay may be valuable for districts 
to focus their resources for maximum 
impact. 

Background
While recruitment and retention 

are clearly linked, these topics repre
sent very different aspects of school 
staffing. With respect to recruitment, 
mathematics and science education 
research appears to be focused on at

tracting individuals with mathematics 
andsciencebackgrounds into teaching 
as a profession (e.g.Moin,Dorfield, & 
Schunn,2005;Tomanek&Cummings, 
2000; Wang, 2004). With respect to 
retention, the focus appears to be on 
issues of work environment and new 
teacher induction (Ingersoll, 200�; 
Ingersoll, 2003; Luft & Patterson, 
2002; Luft, Roehrig, & Patterson, 
2003; Patterson, Luft, & Roehrig, 
2003;Smith&Ingersoll,2005).Others 
suggestedthatprofessionalpreparation 
prior to recruitment may play a more 
important role (Kirby & Grissmer, 
�993;Murnane,�987;Reynolds,Ross, 
& Rakow, 2002; Rhoton & Bowers, 
2002; Weld, �998). 

Teacher certification has 
evolved from the familiar 
college and university-
based teacher education 
programs to a multitude of 
different forms and formats. 

With theproliferationofalternative 
teacher certification programs, the 
backgrounds of individuals entering 
teaching have shifted. Teacher certi
fication has evolved from the familiar 
college and university-based teacher 
education programs to a multitude of 
different forms and formats. Many 
programs have structures designed 
to attract particular groups of young 
college graduates or working profes
sionals. Other programs have been 
designed specifically to dovetail with 
the life demands faced by individuals 
who have science backgrounds and 
an interest in teaching. For example, 
Teach for America tends to attract 
recent college graduates with little or 
no teaching experience, while com
munity-based alternative certifica 
tion programs offering evening and 
weekend classes tend to attract people 
who hold full-time jobs, but wish to 
transition into teaching.Somemid-ca
reer programs are more time intensive 
andrequirefull-timeenrollment,while 
still others place pre-service teacher in 
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schoolswithlimitedteachingloadsand 
mentors (e.g. New York City Teaching 
Fellows Program).

Given our focus, a comparison of 
traditionalandalternativecertification 
programswasnotourpurpose.Rather, 
we have chosen to analyze various 
teacher and school characteristics to 
provide a snapshot of the interactions 
among these factors and their associa
tion with the likelihood of teachers 
to remain in their original schools. 
We expect that the current study will 
offer some insight to those seeking to 
maximize their recruitment efforts by 
effectively keeping the mathematics 
and science teachers. 

For this analysis, we have selected 
to study the influence of the following 
teacher characteristics: age, educa
tional background, salary satisfac
tion, teacher experience; along with 
the following school characteristics: 
school-related earnings, sector (pub
lic or private), and urbanicity (urban, 
suburban, or rural). We 

SASS data, collected by U.S. Census 

Bureau for NCES from a random 

sample of schools, were stratified by 
state,public/private sector, and school 
level (NCES, 2004). After one year, 
thesameschoolswereagaincontacted 
and a representative sample of teach
ers was asked to complete the Teacher 
Follow-up Survey (TFS), including 
those in the original sample who had 
left their teaching jobs. The survey 
also obtained information relevant to 
their departures. In earlier studies by 
Ingersoll et al. (200�; 2003; Smith & 
Ingersoll, 2005), teachers were placed 
into three categories: “leavers” for 
thosewholeft the teachingprofession; 
“movers”for thosewhomovedtoother 
schools; and “stayers” for those who 
remained at their original schools. 
However, for thepurpose of this study, 
teachersnot remaining in theiroriginal 
institutionsare theprimaryconcern, so 
wehavechosen togroup“leavers”and 
“movers” together into a single group 

The results suggest that 
overall, rural districts 
struggle most in retaining 
teachers, both new and 
experienced. 

“non-stayers”, and compare them to 
the “stayers”. Figure � shows a graph 
of the percentage of stayers over the 
four SASS/TFS surveys.� The most 
recently available SASS �999-2000 
collected data from approximately 
52,000 teachers in �2,000 schools. 
TFS 2000-200� obtained information 
on 5788 teachers, among them 3473 
non-stayers and 23�5 stayers. 

Teacher Retention in SASS/TFS 

Analyses
The selected sample for analysis 

included 9�6 mathematics/science 
teachers who completed both SASS 
and TFS in 1999 – 2001. Excluding 
teachers who retired (n = �37) and 34 

otherswhowerenot regular 
havealsocontrolled for the Figure 1: Percentage of stayers, teachers remaining teachers (i.e. substitutes, 
demographic background in their original schools, from the four SASS/TFS administrators, staff), the 
variables, gender and race/ surveys* 

regular mathematics and 

Figure 1. Percentage of stayers, teachers remaining in their original 
schools, from the four SASS/TFS surveys* final sample included 745 

ethnicity. Our analysis in- 90 

science teachers. The samcluded both mathematics 
pleincluded304stayersand and science teachers. 88 

Methods 
Data Source 

The data from our study 
was obtained by linking 
twolarge-scaleeducational 

P
e
rc
e
n
ta
g
e
 o
f 
S
ta
y
e
rs

science. 
84 The independent vari

ables used in this analysis 

44� non-stayers, with 327 
male and 4�8 female, 394 

86 in mathematics and 35� in 

82 came from the �999-2000 surveys from the National 
SASS teacher question-Center for Educational 
naires. As a measure for Statistics (NCES), the 80 

(SASS) of 1999-2000 and TFS Survey Year 
variables identifying teach

SchoolsandStaffingSurvey 1988-89 1991-92 1994-95 2000-01 educational background 
TFS Survey Year differences, we included 

* Data obtained from Luekens, Lyter, & Fox (2004), p. 8. ers who held Advanced 
the Teacher Follow-up * Data obtained from Luekens, Lyter, & Fox (2004), p. 8. These are percentages of 
Survey of 2000-2001. The These are percentages of stayers regardless of subject areas. stayers regardless of subject areas. 
fourth in this series, the ** SASS/TFS Surveys were not performed in 1997-98. Degrees in science/math

** SASS/TFS Surveys were not performed in 1997-98. 

1.Note that the spacing of the first three SASS/TFS surveys was carried out in 3 year intervals; however, no SASS/TFS surveys were carried during the interval 
beginning in �997. 
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ematics and those who held Advanced 
Degrees in education in general. For 
SalarySatisfaction,weincludedteach
ers’response toaquestionasking them 
to rate their degree of satisfaction in 
salary on a 4-point Likert-type scale. 
For teacher experience, we compared 
teachers with 3 or fewer years of ex
perience (New Teacher) to those with 
more than three years of experience 
(Experienced Teacher). Four teacher 
age groups were used: less than 30 
yearsold;30–39;40–49;50yearsand 
older. The teacher-reported school-
related earnings (School Earnings) 
were grouped into 4 categories: �) 
less than 20,000; 2) 20,000 – 29,999; 
3) 30,000 – 39,000; and 4) 40,000 
or more. Sector accounted for dif
ferences between Public and Private 
schools. Finally, Urbanicity classified 
by Federal Information Processing 
Standards as used by the U.S. Census 
(NCES,2004)was includedtoaccount 
for differences in the geographical 
locations of schools in proximity to 
population centers ranging from rural 
tosuburban tourban.Theanalysisalso 
included tests for interactions among 
these predictors. The binary format 
of the outcome comparing Stayers 
to Non-stayers indicated that logistic 
regression was most appropriate for 
this analysis. We used the logistic 
regression module available in SPSS 
�4.0. 

Results and Discussion 
Through our analysis we arrived at 

the regression model shown in Table 
�. The model with a Nagelkerke R2 

of 0.�5 included the main effects 
variables we listed in theprevious sec
tion and two significant interactions: 
New Teacher by Urbanicity and Age
by Urbanicity. 

Teacher Retention in SAS 

Table 1. Binary logistic regression model with interactions (N = 745) 

Table 1: Binary logistic regression model with interactions (N = 745) 

B S.E. Odds Ratio 

Constant -0.72 0.76 0.49 

Demographic Background 

Male 0.05 0.16 1.05 
* 

Asian -0.95 0.47 0.39 

Black 0.49 0.40 1.64 

Hispanic -0.07 0.43 0.93 

Native American/Am. Indian -1.06 0.83 0.35 

Educational Background 
** 

Advanced Math/Science Deg. -0.62 0.24 0.54 

Advanced Education Deg. -0.32 0.23 0.73 

School Characteristics 
*** 

School Earnings 0.38 0.10 1.46 

Private 0.24 0.18 1.28 
* 

Urbanicity -0.89 0.35 0.41 

Teacher Characteristics 
*** 

Salary Satisfaction 0.31 0.08 1.37 
* 

New Teacher -1.20 0.57 0.30 

Age -0.31 0.25 0.74 

Interactions 
* 

New Teacher * Urbanicity 0.63 0.26 1.88 
** 

Age * Urbanicity 0.31 0.12 1.37 

Nagelkerke Pseudo R
2 

0.15 

***:  p < 0.001; **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05. 
B:  regression coefficient; S.E.:  standard error; odds ratio:  odds ratio of independent ***: p < 0.001; **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05. 

variables = eB . B: regression coefficient; S.E.: standard error; odds ratio: odds ratio of independent variables = e
B 
. 

School sector is a dichotomous variable with private school = 1 and public school = 0. School sector is a dichotomous variable with private school = 1 and public school = 0. Urbanicity is 

an ordinal variable with higher values indicate more urban areas. 
Urbanicity is an ordinal variable with higher values indicate more urban areas. Teacher earning from school (an ordinal variable with higher values indicate higher salary), year at 
Teacher earning from school (an ordinal variable with higher values indicate higher salary), year the current school, whether they have an advanced degree in math/science (yes = 1), whether 
at the current school, whether they have an advanced degree in math/science (yes = 1), whetherthey have an advanced degree in education (yes = 1), whether they are new teachers with less 
they have an advanced degree in education (yes = 1), whether they are new teachers with lessthan 3 year experience (yes = 1). An advanced degree was defined as a degree beyond a 
than 3 year experience (yes = 1). An advanced degree was defined as a degree beyond a bac-baccalaureate. 
calaureate.Satisfaction in the salary (higher value indicates higher satisfaction), satisfaction in general (higher 
Satisfaction in the salary (higher value indicates higher satisfaction), satisfaction in general (highervalue indicates higher satisfaction), and self-rated intention to remain in teaching (higher value 
value indicates higher satisfaction), and self-rated intention to remain in teaching (higher valueindicates more inclined to stay in teaching). 

indicates more inclined to stay in teaching). 

We approach the discussion in two 
parts, beginning with a discussion of 
the significant main effects and then 
proceeding to a discussion of the 
interactions. Applying this approach 
separates the significant effects ac 
cordingly, main effects only:2 Ad-
vanced Math/Science Degree, School 

Earnings, and Salary Satisfaction;
and interactions: New Teacher by 
Urbanity, Age by Urbanicity. Here, 
schoolearningsandsalarysatisfaction 
have a very low correlation of 0.�2 
which allowed them to be entered into 
the logit model together. 

2.The Asian Race/Ethnicity grouping included only 27 teachers. Given the size of all non-white Race/Ethnicity groupings, the inclusion of these variables were as
controls, rather than as robust means of uncovering differences. As a result, we caution against the direct interpretation of the significance of the Asian Race/
Ethnicity main effect. 
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We begin by considering educa
tional background of teachers. The 
logit model coefficient for Advanced 
Math/Science Degree is negative, in
dicating that those who held advanced 
mathematics/science degrees are less 
likely to stay in their original schools 
than those who did not hold these 
degrees. Calculating the reciprocal 
of the odds ratio reported in Table �
yields a value of �.85, indicating that 
advancedmathematics/sciencedegree 
holders were �.85 times more likely 
not to stay (i.e. move to another school 
or leave teaching all together) than 
those who did not hold these degrees. 
The odds ratio result for Advanced 
Education Degree, however, was not 
significant.
School Earnings account for the 

dollar amounts teachers were paid by 
schools in the logit model and were 
found to be the most statistically 
significant factor in the model. The 
findings indicate that after controlled 
for other variables including teacher 
experience, teachers in a higher earn
ing bracket were �.46 times more 
likely to stay than a lower one (e.g. 
teachers earning $30,000 - $39,000
compared to teachers earning $20,000 
-$29,000).While thisresult iscertainly 
not surprising, arguments continue 
to be made for why teacher salaries 
should not be increased. 

Salary Satisfaction is a rating of 
teachers’satisfactionwith theircurrent 
earnings.Tosomedegree, thisvariable 
offerssomeinsight intoteacherpayand 
local area cost of living. For example, 
earning $50,000 in Ruckersville, VA, 
isverydifferent fromearning thesame 
amount in Brooklyn, NY. In addition, 
this variable reflects an individual’s 
psychological perception, which can 
be different from the actual salary 

… the findings suggest that 
for urban and suburban 
school districts, after 
teacher experience has 
been taken into account, 
recruitment might best be 
focused on mid-career pre
service teachers. 

level. Here the results indicate that 
teachers who reported a higher salary 
satisfaction are �.37 times more likely 
tostay in thesameschool than teachers 
who reported lower satisfaction (e.g. 
teacherswhowere“stronglysatisfied” 
compared to “somewhat satisfied”).

Given the complexity introduced 
by the interactions, agraphicaldisplay 
(Figure 2) of the estimated prob
abilities offers a clearer picture of the 
results. The interactions involve three 
variables: teacher experience, teacher 
maturity, and proximity to urban 
populationcenters.Figure2showstwo 
panels for comparisons between New 
Teachers and Experienced Teachers. 
The x-axis of the graphs displays 
differences across Age. The y-axis 
represents the estimated probability 
of teachers staying in their original 
schools, with values ranging from 0 to 
�. Finally, the three trajectories juxta
pose thedifferencesacrossUrbanicity. 
Here, we can see that the estimated 
probabilities for teachers to stay in 
their original schools varied across 
the three different predictors involved 
in the interactions. For rural schools, 
the estimated probabilities appear to 
be fairly flat, indicating little variation 
across Age, for both New Teacher and 
Experienced Teacher groups. The re
sults suggest thatoverall, ruraldistricts 

struggle most in retaining teachers, 
both new and experienced. For sub
urban and urban schools, the findings 
suggest that among New Teachers,
the highest estimated retention rates 
appear to be for teachers in the older 
cohorts. Here the estimated prob
abilities indicate thatolder teachersare 
predicted to have greater likelihoods 
of remaining in the same school.3 
Among New Teachers in suburban 
schools, teachers in the “Less than 30” 
group have an estimated probability 
of 40% of staying, while those in the 
“50 years and older” group stand at 
64%. For urban schools, the differ
ence is even greater, 42% compared 
to 83% for “Less than 30” versus 
“50 years and older”, respectively. 
A similar outcome was also found 
among Experienced Teachers, where 
the estimated probabilities for rural 
districts remain at about 74% across 
Age. While estimated probabilities of 
staying for teacher in the “Less than 
30”groupare79%and84%,suburban 
and urban, respectively; theprobabili
ties for Experienced Teachers in the 
“50 years and older” age groups are 
above 90%. 

Conclusions 
Much of the existing research on 

recruitment has focused on bringing 
new teachers with science and math
ematics backgrounds into teaching. 
Much of the existing research on 
retention has focused on work en
vironment and induction as a means 
of keeping these new teachers in the 
schools. However, we cannot ignore 
the economic and social realities that 
these teachers are faced with when 
they continue to make the choice of 
teaching as a profession. 

3.Recall that we combined movers and leavers for this analysis and therefore do not distinguish between these groups of non-stayers. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of the estimated probabilities for teachers to stay in their original 
schools across Age Categories, Urbanicity, and Teaching Experience, where New 
Teachers are defined as those with 3 or fewer years of experience 

Age Category 

The findings from this study con 
firmed some commonly understood 
connections with some new revela
tions. The connections between earn
ings or salary satisfaction and teacher 
retention are not new to teaching. Yet 
here earnings and salary satisfaction 
were found to be barely correlated and 
seemed tocontribute independently to 
teacher retention. Another interesting 
findingwasthat theresultswithrespect 
to Urbanicity show that while rural 
districts were consistently below sub
urban and urban districts in estimated 
probabilities to retain teachers, urban 
districts were actually predicted to 
havehigher retention rateswhenother 
teacher characteristics and school 
characteristics are controlled for. 

Older teachers are found tobe more 
likely to stay in both urban and subur
ban districts in this study. Therefore, 
the findings suggest that for urban 
and suburban school districts, after 
teacher experience has been taken 
into account, recruitment might best 
be focused on mid-career pre-service 
teachers. However, for rural districts, 

Age Category 

the predictions are flat across Age for 
both New Teachers and Experienced
Teachers. The results suggest that 
while New Teachers are predicted to 
have a roughly 40% likelihood to stay 
in their original schools, Experienced
Teachers are predicted to have a 74% 
likelihood. This differential between 
rural school teachers with less-than
3-years of teaching experience versus 
more-than-3-years isvery impressive. 
But does this result suggest that these 
districts should seek to fill their class
rooms with practicing teachers from 
other districts? In the corporate world, 
thispracticeiscalled“poaching”andin 
theend,whilebeneficial for individual 
teachers,districtsand thestudents they 

Should teachers who have 
accumulated a wealth of 
knowledge and experience 
leave teaching, it would 
be a loss not only to the 
students and the school, but 
also to the profession. 

serve suffer. While most high profile 
efforts have concentrated on large 
urban districts, these results suggest 
that for ruraldistricts recruitment faces 
problems of a different nature.

The finding that teachers with 
advanced mathematics/science de
grees were more likely to leave the 
profession or move to another school 
should not be taken casually. This 
certainly does not suggest that school 
districts should stay away from these 
advanced degree holders. Actually, 
this result may be partly due to school 
districts’ efforts to get the “cream of 
the crop”: advanced mathematics/sci
ence degree holders are more likely to 
be approached by another school or 
industrywithhigherpayorbetterwork 
environment and thus more likely to 
leave or move. While higher creden
tials do not necessarily translate into 
moreknowledgeableabout thesubject 
matter or better pedagogy, it is at least 
equally important for schools to keep 
these teachers as to recruit them. 

The existing literature (e.g. 
Ingersoll, 200�, Luft, et al. 2004) is 
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very clear on good practices to retain 
new mathematics and science teach
ers. While school districts strive to 
provide better work environment for 
these teachers, it is beneficial for both 
teachers and schools to find a good 
compatibilitybetweenthe two.Should 
teachers who have accumulated a 
wealth of knowledge and experience 
leave teaching, it would be a loss not 
only to the students and the school, 
but also to the profession. 
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Carmen Sorge 

What Happens? Relationship of Age 

and Gender with Science Attitudes from 


Elementary to Middle School
 
This study examines the attitudes of 1008 students from rural New Mexico 
in elementary and middle schools from ages 9 through 14. A large decrease 
in science attitudes between the ages of 11 and 12 years, corresponding with 
the move from elementary to middle school was observed. 

Introduction 
This research evolved from the 

examination of the results of the 
implementation of a school based 
science enrichment program involv
ing students from ages 9 through 
�4. One of the instruments given to 
the students is designed to measure 
science attitudes. Over the course of 
the study it has become obvious that 
a significant drop in science attitudes 
is taking place between the ages of ��
and�2for thesestudents.Thisresearch 
examines the relationship of age and 
gender on science attitudes. 

Why do Science Attitudes 
Matter? 

The study of the relationship be
tween science attitudes and achieve
ment has intrigued many researchers.
Meta analysis of 43 studies (Willson, 
�983) and 66 studies (Steinkamp & 
Maehr, 1983) found significant corre
lational relationshipsbetweenattitude 
andachievement inscience. Individual 
studies examining the relationship 
between attitude and achievement in 
science have also been examined: for 
longitudinal relationships(Simpson& 
Oliver,�990), forhighschool students 

(Reynolds & Walberg, �992), for 
eighth graders by gender and ethnic
ity (Catsambis, �995), for �0th graders
(Young, Reynolds, & Walberg, �996), 
by impacts of instructional strategies 
(Houtz, �995), for differences across 
gender over time (Mattern & Schau, 
2002), and in Cypress (Papanastasiou 
&Zembylas,2002).All foundcorrela
tional relationships between attitudes 
and achievement in science. 

The study of the relationship 
between science attitudes 
and achievement has 
intrigued many researchers. 

Some of the research also narrows 
the focus by examining the influence 
of age and/or gender on both science 
attitudes and achievement. A meta 
study (Fleming & Malone, �983) of 
researchutilizingstudies fromkinder
garteners through �2th grade spanning 
�960 through �983 concluded that as 
age increased the relationship with 
achievement increased and with at
titude decreased. Gender differences 

indicated a weak superiority of male 
attitudes and achievement over fe
males. A more recent meta analysis 
(Weinburgh, �995) of �8 studies 
found males to have more positive 
attitudes thanfemales.Thecorrelation 
betweenattitudeandachievementwas 
positive for both genders but stronger 
for females. Catasabis found that fe
male achievement was equal to male 
achievement but that females had 
less positive attitudes toward science 
(Catsambis, �995). Conversely in 
China, Boone found that females had 
more positive attitudes than males 
(Boone, �997). The impact of science 
enrichment programs on attitudes 
found more changes for females 
(Stake & Mares, 200�). Utilizing a 
structuralequationmodelMatternand 
Schau found that for males increases 
in positive attitudes toward science 
did not lead to greater achievement or 
more positive attitudes in the future. 
For females achievement was also not 
impacted by attitude. However, for 
females previous positive attitudes 
towardsciencedid indicatemoreposi
tive attitudes in the future (Mattern & 
Schau, 2002). 
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The impact of age and gender on 
science attitudes and achievement is 
plainly an area of interest for those in 
the field. Most of the research is cor
relational and does not hypothesize 
the direction of causality between at
titude and achievement in science. It 
is apparent that positive attitudes and 
achievement are related. 

Methodology 
Data Source 

The students are located in a rural 
area outside of Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. Six elementary schools and 
three middle schools in two districts 
are represented. A total of �080 stu
dents (595 females and 485 males) 
ranging in age from 9 years old to �4 
years old are included in the sample.

The data for the present analysis is 
from a school based science program 
collectedovera three-yearperiodfrom 
2003 to 2005 at the beginning of each 
fall semester.Schoolbegins themiddle 
of August and the data were collected 
from the end of August through the 
beginning of October each year. The 
overallstudyseekstoexaminechanges 
in various attitudes and knowledge 
for the program. Pretests and post-

The impact of age and 
gender on science attitudes 
and achievement is plainly 
an area of interest for those 
in the field. 

using item analysis after two years 
of administering a longer 25 item 
instrument. All questions are scored 
on a Likert scale from � to 6 ranging 
from Very False to Very True. The 
total score for the Science Attitude 
scale is the mean score for the �0 
items. Thus the minimum possible 
score for the Science Attitude scale is 
� and the maximum is 6. All questions 
are renormed so that a higher value 
indicates a more desirable outcome. 
Cronbach’s alpha for the science at
titude instrument is α= .96 using the 
overall sample. Reliability greater 
than α= .7 is considered good (Litwin, 
�995; Nunnaly, �978). 

Results 
Theinitialconsiderationofpossible 

relationships between the variables 
developed when results from the first 
year of data indicated that age was a 
confounding variable for measuring 
science attitudes. At first this was 
thought to be an anomaly, perhaps 
based on the sample used for that 
year.However, after collectingpretest 
data for three years it became unam
biguous that the decline with age was 
non- linear. The mean science attitude 
scores by age and gender are plotted 
in Figure � below. Statistics for sci
ence attitude by age and gender are 
reported in Table �.

A two way factorial ANOVA with 
Gender and Age as fixed factors 
and Attitude toward Science as the 
dependent variable was conducted. 
This method was used rather than 
regression due to the non-linear rela
tionship between the variables which 

Figure 1: Science Attitude Score by Age and Gender 
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tests are collected each year. The data 
used here represents only the pretest 
data, before the students are exposed 
to the program. Data were collected 
only once from each student, each age 
group represents a different group of 
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a five-year period. 
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of �0 items designed to evaluate the 
participant’s feelings and attitudes 
about science such as “Science is fun” 
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and “I would like to learn more about 
science”. These items were culled Student age in years 
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Table 1: Means, Standard Deviation and N for	 Games-Howell multiple comparison 
Science Attitude by Age and Gender	 procedure due to unequal variances 

(Games & Howell, �976). Post hoc Table 1: Means, Standard Deviation and N for Science Attitude by Age and Gender 
Student 
age in 
years 

Gender Mean 
Science 
Attitude 
Score 

Std. 
Deviation 

N 

9 
Female 
Male 
Total 

5.11 
4.87 
4.99 

1.07 
1.13 
1.10 

61 
59 
120 

10 
Female 
Male 
Total 

5.03 
4.82 
4.93 

0.88 
1.00 
0.94 

86 
76 
162 

11 
Female 
Male 
Total 

4.70 
4.74 
4.72 

1.11 
1.12 
1.11 

148 
120 
268 

12 
Female 
Male 
Total 

3.75 
3.83 
3.78 

1.33 
1.33 
1.33 

189 
146 
335 

13 
Female 
Male 
Total 

3.81 
3.55 
3.69 

1.26 
1.38 
1.32 

81 
69 
150 

14 
Female 
Male 
Total 

3.48 
3.30 
3.42 

1.50 
1.69 
1.55 

30 
15 
45 

Total 
Female 
Male 
Total 

4.30 
4.28 
4.29 

1.33 
1.34 
1.34 

595 
485 
1080 

tests reveal that the 9, �0 and �� year 
oldsarenotsignificantlydifferent from 
each other. The �2, �3 and �4 year 
oldsarealsonot significantlydifferent 
from each other. However, these two 
groups of younger and older students 
do differ significantly fromeachother. 
The two homogeneous subsets of sci
ence attitude are comprised of the 9, 
�0 and �� year olds and the �2, �3 and 
�4 year olds. 

Discussion 
In these school districts the move 

from elementary school to middle 
schooloccursbetween��and�2years 
of age. Thus, for the vast majority of 
students (theexceptionsbeingacceler
ated students or those held back) sci
ence attitudes at age 11 reflect those of 
the last year of elementary school and 
those at age 12 represent the first year 
of middle school.Unmistakably a pre
cipitousdrop inscienceattitudes takes 
place between elementary school and 
middle school. As the students have 
only been attending middle school 
for a maximum of six weeks before 

was observed when plotting the data. Posthocanalyses of thedifferences they take the instrument this result is 
Results are presented in Table 2. across grades were tested with the a cause for great concern. The effect A two way factorial ANOVA with Gender and Age as fixed factors and Attitude


No significant interaction be

Table 2: Two Way Analysis of Variance for Science 
tween gender and age was found toward Science as the dependent variable was conducted. This method was used rather 
F(5,�068)=.8�5,p=.539.Therelation-

Attitude Scores as a Function of Age and Gender ship of gender was also not significant than regression due to the non-linear relationship between the variables which was
F(�,�068)=�.92,p=.�67.Therelation- Variable and df Mean F Partial 
ship of age on attitude toward science �2Square Source observed when plotting the data. Results are presented in Table 2.
was significant F(5,�068)=46.88, 

Science p<.001, partial η2 =.18, η =.42. This 
Attitude represents a large effect size (Cohen, 

0.180 46.883** 68.794 5.000 
Table 2:Two Way Analysis of Variance for Science Attitude Scores as a Function of Age and Gender 

�988). Variable and df
A trend analysis indicated that the Source

datawerefitbya linearmodel (p<.001, Science 
η2 =.�5) with a quadratic component 
(p=.003, η2 =.0�). Attitude 

Age 5.000 
Gender 1.000 

Mean Age F
Gender Square
Age * 

Gender 

Error 
68.794 46.883** 

**p<.0012.811  1.916 

Partial
1.000 

d2 
5.000 

1068.000 
0.180 
0.002 

2.811 1.916 0.002 

1.195 0.815 0.004 

1.467 
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Table 3: Means for Homogeneous Subsets of Science Attitude 

Age Group 

9, 10 and 11 year old students 

Mean N 

4.84 

Std. 

D

551 

eviation 

1.07 

12, 13 and 14 year old 3.73 532 1.35 

students 

Total 4.29 1083 1.33 

size for this change is large, represent
ing a major drop in attitudes toward 
science over the course of one year. 
Thisdescentoccurs forbothmalesand 
females at an equal rate. The students 
do not recover their previously higher 
levels of science attitude in the later 
middle school years. 

The students do not recover 
their previously higher 
levels of science attitude 
in the later middle school 
years. 

Limitationsofthisstudyareevident. 
New Mexico has a different demo
graphic structure than much of the rest 
of theUnitedStates.Theareaincluding 
the students studied includes a larger 
proportion of persons of Hispanic or 
Latino origin (43 %) than the general 
population of the US (�4%). Native 
Americans also comprise a larger 
percentage (�0%) than the general 
US population (�%) and African 
Americans a smaller percentage (2% 
vs�3%).Thenumberofpersons living 
below the federal poverty line in the 
area is �7%, compared to �3% in US 
overall (“U.S. Census Bureau Data,” 
2007). As cultural factors have been 
shownto impact scienceattitudes (Ato 
&Wilkinson, �983;Fisher&Waldrip, 

�999; Lee & Burkam, �996; Osborne, 
Simon, & Collins, 2003; Reynolds & 
Walberg,�992) therelationshipsfound 
in this study may not be applicable to 
a more general population.

Maturationof thesubjectsmayalso 
have played a role in the student’s 
changes in attitude. Changes in devel
opment may impact attitudes as well 
as exposure to science over time.

Further researchon the relationship 
of the move from elementary school 
to middle school to changes in science 
attitudes ismerited. Itwouldbehelpful 
to determine if maturation or cultural 
influences are factors in this change. 
Examination of students from other 
cultures as well as consideration of 
students who do not change schools 
from elementary to middle school 
would yield further information about 
this relationship.Clearly for thisgroup 
of students a change in their attitudes 
is concurrent with the move to middle 
school. Whether this change is more 
generally applicable requires further 
investigation. 
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Frackson Mumba, Vivien Mweene Chabalengula, Cynthia J. Moore, William J. F. Hunter 

Mathematics and Science Teaching 

Fellows’ Instructional Planning for


K-�2 Classrooms
 
This study explored a cohort of the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
GK-12 Teaching Fellows’ instructional planning for K-12 classrooms. 

Introduction 
Instructional planning has increas

ingly been recognized as an essential 
element for good teaching at different 
levelsofeducation(Calderhead, �984; 
Hewson & Hewson, �987; Lubinski, 
�993; Shavelson, & Stern, �98�; 
Tobin, Tippins, & Gallard, �995). 
Instructional planning constitutes 
many things which teachers consider 
and do when they are planning for 
teaching(Sanchez&Valcarcel,�999). 
It provides a roadmap that assists 
the teachers to focus on achievable 
objectives and learners’ needs (Clark 
& Yinger, 1987), and to create a flow 
of events with starting, middle, and 
ending points in a lesson. As such, its 
primary purpose is to provide students 
with meaningful learning experiences 
(Bruce, Bruce, Conrad, & Huang, 
�997).

Several studies have examined 
and reported teachers’ instructional 
planning practices. For example, 
Aikenhead (�984) conducted a case 
study in which he explored the deci
sion-makingthatoccurredwhenteach
ers planned for teaching. Aikenhead 
found that teachers made decisions 
within a framework that holistically 
integrated the subject matter and prac
ticalclassroomknowledge.According 
to Aikenhead, practical classroom 

knowledge embraces the basic beliefs 
of a teacher and the socialization of 
the learners.DuschlandWright(�989) 
investigated the manner and degree to 
which teachers considered the nature 
of the subject matter in their decision-
making as they planned their lessons. 
Theyfoundthat the teachers’decisions 
on content selection, implementation, 
anddevelopmentof instructional tasks 
were dominated by consideration of 
three factors: student development, 
curriculum guide objectives, and 
pressureofaccountability fromschool 

There is also paucity 
of research that 
compares trained 
teachers’ instructional 
planning practices with 
those of scientists and 
mathematicians in training 
who are involved in 
mathematics and science 
teaching in K-12 schools. 

administrators. Aguirre, Haggerty, 
and Linder (�990) also found that 
teachers’ instructional practices are 
influenced by factors such as previ 
ous schooling experience, teaching 

experience, context, and role models. 
Otherstudies report thatwhenteachers 
are planning for teaching, they create, 
arrange, organize, and design events 
that should occur in the classroom 
(Freiberg & Driscoll, 2000), and 
consider thenatureof instructionalap
proaches and activities to be used in a 
lesson(Lederman,Gess-Newsome,& 
Latz,�994; Lubinski, �993). Mellado 
(�998) also states that teachers use 
their conceptions about teaching as 
frameworks for adopting teaching 
strategies, and these in turn influence 
the quality of instruction and outcome 
ofstudent learning.Bellon,Bellonand 
Blank (�992) found that instructional 
planning occurs in three phases: Pre
active, Active (Interactive), and Post
active. InthePre-activephase, teachers 
make decisions about instructional 
goals, objectives, teaching strategies, 
grouping and seating arrangements, 
and use of teaching materials. The 
Active phase involves the interactions 
between the teacher and students dur
ingtheactual teaching.ThePost-active 
phase involves evaluating the instruc
tional episode through self-reflection 
practices and examination of student 
data sources (e.g. tests, papers, and 
projects).

Although several studies have in
vestigated instructional planning pro-
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cesses, studiesof thisnaturehaveonly 
focused on pre-service and in-service 
teachers. However, it is also of value 
toexplore instructionalplanningprac
tices of university graduate students 
in traditionalmathematicsandscience 
degree programs, who are providing 
content knowledge and instructional 
support to K-�2 teachers in schools 
throughuniversity-schoolpartnership 
programs. The traditional mathemat
ics and science degree programs are 
programs that prepare mathemati
cians and scientists, respectively. The 
graduate students in these programs 
have content backgrounds and career 
goals that differ greatly from K-�2 
mathematics and science pre-service 
and in-service teachers. 

There is also paucity of research 
that compares trained teachers’ in
structional planning practices with 
those of scientists and mathemati
cians in training who are involved in 
mathematics and science teaching in 
K-�2 schools. Yet, such a knowledge 
base could be essential in designing 
outreach programs that would be suc
cessful in helping graduate students 
or scientists and mathematicians 
acquire desirable instructional plan
ning practices. The assumption is that 
these graduate students or scientists 
and mathematicians would translate 
the desirable instructional planning 
practices into effective instructional 
practices in K-�2 classrooms, and 
this in turn would improve the quality 
of mathematics and science learning 
among K-�2 students.

Our study explored university 
mathematics and science graduate 
students’ instructional planning prac
tices for K-�2 classrooms. All the 
participantswereserving inaNational 
Science Foundation (NSF)-funded 
GK-�2project.TheGK-�2programis 
a mathematics and science education 

outreach program that uses the con
tent knowledge and skills of graduate 
students and faculty at US universities 
to improve teaching and learning in 
schools.TheacronymGK-�2isusedto 
mean that the Fellows provide content 
knowledge and instructional support 
in classrooms from kindergarten to 
twelfth grade. 

The successful instructional 
planning demonstrated by 
the Fellows in this study 
does not refute the value of 
undergraduate pre-service 
teacher education, but does 
provide supporting data for 
other models of teacher 
education. 

The graduate students who work 
in the NSF GK-�2 program are called 
Teaching Fellows. They are offered 
Fellowships as compensation for 
their work in schools. The Fellows, 
however, are not training to become 
full-time teachers, nordo theybecome 
certified to teach as a result of their 
involvement in this program. The 
Fellows are training to be scientists 
and mathematicians. Therefore, in 
addition to their involvement in this 
program, theyareengagedinauthentic 
scientific and mathematical research 
for their graduate degree programs 
and professional development. At 
the request of partner K-�2 teachers, 
the Fellows plan and teach hands-on 
lessons in participating schools. The 
Fellows also help partner teachers in
fuse new content into the curriculum, 
act as role models for students, and 
learn about how K-�2 schools and 
teachers operate. 

Our study is driven by three ques
tions: 

�.HowdotheFellowsplanforK-�2 
classroom teaching? 

2.What do the Fellows think about 
their instructional planning? 

3.How do their instructional plan
ning practices relate to instruc
tional planning best practices 
as revealed in the current lit
erature? 

Context of the study
This study was conducted as part 

of a GK-�2 project at a medium-
sized university (2�,000 students) 
in the Midwest of the USA. The 
GK-�2 project is an eight-year-long 
university-school partnership proj
ect involving the departments of 
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, and 
Mathematics,andmorethantenschool 
districts within a one hour drive from 
the university. The project started in 
200� and this study was conducted in 
the fourth year of the eight-year plan. 
Theprojecthas four interrelatedgoals: 
to use the science content knowledge 
and skills of university graduate stu
dents and faculty to increase scientific 
literacy among high school students; 
to enhance K-�2 teachers’ science 
content and pedagogical knowledge; 
to enhance teachers’ knowledge and 
skills for conducting action research; 
and to enhance the existing partner
ships and create new ones among the 
university and local schools. Within 
the second goal, the project regards 
good instructional planning as an es
sential element for effective teaching 
practices by the Fellows in schools. 
Theschoolsanddistrictswithinwhich 
the project occurs are in small towns 
of 2000-5000 people, and in small 
cities of 50,000 people, with student 
populationsof300-500and�700-2500 
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respectively. At the beginning of a 
school year the Fellows are matched 
to schools and teachers by the project 
directors. Later in the year, as the 
Fellows establish stronger working 
relationships with teachers in partici
patingschools,additionalself-selected 
matching occurs. In some schools, the 
Fellows work with a single teacher. In 
other cases, a pair of Fellows works 
with a single teacher or with a pair of 
teachers. The Fellows have been told 
that their roles are to plan collabora
tively among themselves and with the 
teachers, and to deliver inquiry-based 
mathematics and science lessons to 
classrooms. 

Methodology 
Participants

We studied a cohort of fifteen 
Fellows who were serving in the proj
ectbetweenFall2004andSpring2005 
semesters. Subject areas and degree 
programs for the Fellows are shown 
in Table �. None of the Fellows had 
formal teacher training and teaching 
experience at the K-�2 level before 
joining the project. However, the 
majority of them had one year of 
teaching experience in undergraduate 
university courses through teaching 
assistantships. 
Data collection 

Data were collected through semi
structured interviews, lessonplans, re
flective journalsandminutesofproject 
meetings. Semi-structured interviews 
were administered to Fellows on 
separate days. The interview duration 
ranged from 30 to 45 minutes. Sample 
questions from the interviews were: 
How do you plan for your teaching in 
schools?What factorsdoyouconsider 
when planning lessons or units? What 
do you think about your planning? 
Depending on the responses provided 

by the Fellows, follow-up questions 
were asked to probe further about 
emerging issues. The interviews were 
conducted and transcribed by the first 
two authors. The other sources of data 
were the lesson plans the Fellows pre
pared and taught in schools during the 
datacollectionperiod.Tenlessonplans 
(four in Chemistry, three in Biology 
and three in Mathematics) were ran
domly selected from a group of thirty 
multi-day lessons. The Fellows also 
kept reflective journals in which they 
documented their project activities, 
including how they planned for teach
ing in schools. Fifteen journals, one 
fromeachparticipant,wereexamined. 
Three of the authors attended and took 
the minutes of the bi-weekly project 
meetings that focused on how the 
Fellows planned and taught lessons 
in schools. 
Data analysis

Datawereanalyzedusingtheproce
dure proposed by Strauss and Corbin 
(1998). The procedure involves first 
reading the text line by line, coding 
the text to identify recurring themes 
and descriptors, and then establishing 
regularities which override individual 
differences, thusdefiningtherepresen
tative profile of the group studied. An 
attemptwasmadetoensureobjectivity 
during data analysis by continually 
revisiting the data to verify the ele
ments of emerging themes. The first 
two authors conducted the analysis; 
themes that emerged fromtheanalysis 

Table 1: Profiles of the Participants 

are presented in the results section 
below. 

Results 
Six recurring themesemergedfrom 

the analysis: Planning procedure; 
Antecedent conditions; Scope and 
depth of content; Content selection 
and sequencing; Resources; and 
Assessment of instructional plan
ning. 
Planning procedure

In most cases, the Fellows’ les
son and unit planning involved the 
following procedures: consulting 
partner teachers, examining exist
ing curriculum used by the teachers, 
identifying topics, formulating goals 
andobjectives, identifyingappropriate 
State Learning Standards, developing 
activities and assessment tools, and 
gathering necessary materials for 
activities. However, their planning 
procedure was not linear but rather 
recursive, as illustrated by the inter
view excerpt below: 

I start by identifying a topic,
formulate objectives and align
them with Learning Standards
… but this is not the case all the 
time … . because I also moved 
from one section of the lesson to 
another just to make sure that all
the relevant aspects have been
considered (John). 

According to John, lesson planning 
is a continuous process where one 
has to think about many factors as 

Subject area Number of Gender Degree
Fellows program 

Female Male MS PhD 
Chemistry 5 2 3 5 0 
Biology 6 4 2 3 3 
Mathematics 4 3 � � 3 
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he or she plans for teaching. Indeed, 
most lessons and units we examined 
showedthat theFellowsrevisited them 
several times. 
Antecedent factors 

The Fellows considered several 
antecedent factors such as age of stu
dents, their abilities, grade level, class 
size, type of students (regular or ad
vancedplacementclasses), locationof 
the schools, and facilities available in 
schools. The Fellows also made refer
ences to these factors during project 
meetings. For example, in one of the 
meetings, Sara stated some factors 
she considered when planning for her 
teaching. 

I consider their ages, prior
knowledge and ability to
handle the content and perform
activities. I don’t make 
assumptions for different 
classes. It has been helpful to
consider a lot of these things
when planning for teaching in
schools (Sara). 

Sara implies that when teachers plan 
for teaching, they should consider 
several instructional factors if they 
are to be successful in their lessons. 
The extent to which these antecedent 
conditions were considered varied 
from one lesson or unit to another 
and from Fellow to Fellow. When 
asked how they knew or determined 
the antecedent factors to consider in 
their planning, the Fellows said that 
theyreliedonclassroomobservations, 
informal conversations with students 
and partner teachers, and students’
performance records. However, a 
smallnumberofreflective journalsand 
lessonplansshowedthatsomeFellows 
prepared and administered tests that 
were aimed at eliciting students’prior 
knowledge. 

Scope and depth of content
To a large extent, most antecedent 

conditions outlined above influenced 
the scope and depth of content in the 
lessons and units. The Fellows also 
said they used the goals and objec
tives of the lessons to determine the 
scope and depth of the content to be 
addressed in a particular lesson or 
unit. As indicated in the planning 
procedure, the Fellows consulted the 
partner teachers before they started 
developing full lessons. For example, 
in an interview excerpt below, Peter, 
biology Fellow, talks about the im
portance of the discussions with the 
partner teachers. 

I discuss with my partner
teachers before I decide on 
the nature of the content to be 
addressed in a lesson or unit … 
because they have curriculum
from the school districts to 
complete in a school year. I 
make sure that the content is not 
off the curriculum. However, I 
include content and activities 
that are challenging to students
(Peter). 

Peter consulted partner teachers and 
developed lessons and units using 
curriculum guides given to teachers 
by their school districts. This was the 
expectedpractice,because theFellows 
were mainly there to provide content 
knowledgeandinstructionalsupport to 
the teachers. It was during the discus
sions with the teachers that the scope 
and depth of content to be covered in 
a lesson or unit were agreed upon. The 
discussions also provided the Fellows 
with opportunities to suggest science 
and mathematics concepts to be in
cluded in the lesson or unit that were 
not part of the existing curriculum. 

Content selection and sequencing
When asked about how they se

lected and sequenced the content in 
the lessons and units, most Fellows 
said they used a systematic approach 
for introducing the concepts in their 
lessons. For example, in a reflective 
statement below, Jaime, a mathemat
ics teaching Fellow, talks about how 
she sequenced content in her lessons 
and units. 

I start with simple or obvious
concepts and then build on them
as the lesson or unit progresses.
So far, this approach has worked 
very well (Jaime). 

Jaime implies that it is better to start 
with basic concepts and build on them 
as the lesson progresses. A majority 
of the Fellows said that this approach 
helpedstudentsparticipate,becomein
terested, and understand the concepts 
in the lesson. Indeed, the lesson plans 
and units we analyzed showed that 
most Fellows presented the concepts 
in this manner. 
Resources 

The Fellows used several resources 
during their instructional planning, 
such as existing lessons, technology 
and textbooks they found in schools. 
Theyalsousedanyresources thatwere 
available in the libraryanddepartmen
tal resource centers at the university, 
such as college textbooks, science 
and mathematics journals, curriculum 
units, biological species and teaching 
models. According to the Fellows, 
resources at the university provided 
content, activities and other relevant 
information that were not available in 
the K-�2 schools. In an interview ex
cerpt below, Tina, a chemistry Fellow, 
names the resources she used. 

I consult several sources when 
I plan for my teaching … such
as science education websites, 
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journals, and textbooks. I also
use the lessons from other 
teachers … modify them or
make them more challenging
and interesting by including
more activities (Tina). 

Tina used both electronic and paper-
based resources when planning her 
lessons and units. She also used re
sourcesand lessons fromteachers, and 
made them more activity-based and 
interesting to students. The Fellows 
also said that they found technology 
a useful tool in their planning for 
teaching in schools. Several science 
lessons that were analyzed had labo
ratory activities that involved the use 
of computers for simulations and data 
gathering and processing. A majority 
of mathematics lessons also involved 
the use of calculators and probes for 
data collection, numerical manipula
tion and graphing. 
Assessment of instructional 
planning

MostFellowssaidthat theyassessed 
their instructional planning practices 
through students’ and teachers’ feed
back and their own self-reflection 
practices. Generally, the Fellows 
said that they were satisfied with 
their instructional planning practices. 
They attributed their satisfaction to 
successful instructional experiences 
in schools, collaboration with partner 
teachers, information searching skills 
and opportunity to plan and teach 
more lessons. In the excerpts below 
Andrew,abiologyFellowandCharles, 
a mathematics Fellow, explain why 
they were satisfied with their instruc
tional planning and how they assessed 
themselves. 

I am pretty satisfied with my
planning strategy … because
my lessons go on well in
schools…and students give me 

positive feedback. My partner
teachers like the way the lessons
are planned and taught. The 
more I teach the better I teach. 
(Andrew). 

I ask myself questions during
planning and after teaching.
Are the activities challenging?
How helpful is this activity
to students? How did the 
lesson go? Did I achieve the
objectives? After answering 
them I have an idea about my
planning and teaching (Charles). 

Andrew, Charles and the rest of the 
Fellows made value judgments about 
their instructional planning based on 
feedback from students and teachers 
andtheir self-reflectionsonthe lessons 
and teaching. 

Conclusions and Discussion 
These findings demonstrate that 

mostof the factors theFellowsconsid
eredduringinstructionalplanningwere 
similar to those reported in previous 
studies that involved pre-service and 
in-service teachers (Aikenhead, �984; 
Bellon et al., �992; Duschl & Wright, 
�989; Lederman, Gess-Newsome, & 
Latz, �994; Lubinski, �993; Sanchez 
&Valcarcel,�999;Shavelson&Stern, 
�98�). In particular, Fellows were 
concernedwithantecedentconditions, 
and consideration of scope and depth, 
and identification of content; and their 
planning procedures were similar to 
those of pre-service teachers. Their 
collaborative planning practices were 
also consistent with those that can 
lead to effective teaching and learn
ing in schools when non-teachers act 
as experts and bring resources to the 
classroom(Bruceetal.,�997).Clearly, 
the Fellows were also generally satis
fied with their instructional planning 
– perhaps even as a result of the lay

ered considerations they brought to 
instructional planning.

Although the cohort of the Fellows 
in this study did not receive formal 
training in instructional planning, 
they learned how to plan for instruc
tion through practice and interactions 
with partner teachers. As dedicated 
professional teacher educators, the 
authors have a vested interest in the 
useofdirect instructionforpre-service 
teachers, but for these Fellows, direct 
instruction is not vital. Rather, on-the
job training under the guidance of an 
expert can be an effective method of 
teaching instructional planning.

The successful instructional plan
ning demonstrated by the Fellows in 
this study does not refute the value 
of undergraduate pre-service teacher 
education, but does provide support
ing data for other models of teacher 
education. The findings of this study 
also reinforce our professional obser
vations in science and mathematics 
teacher education that some teach
ers tend to learn about instructional 
planning more effectively outside the 
traditional academic courses. 

Future research should focus on 
whether there isarelationshipbetween 
the Fellows’ instructional planning 
practices and their knowledge base 
of science and mathematics teaching. 
In addition, most of the instructional 
planning themes in this study were 
found to be in Pre-active phase of 
the model developed by Bellon et al. 
(�992). This result should not be too 
surprisingconsideringthat thepurpose 
of thestudywastoexplore theFellows’
instructionalplanningpractices -most 
of which occurred in the Pre-active 
phase. Therefore, a study should be 
conducted to examine the Fellows’ 
considerations in Pre-active, Active, 
and Post-active instructional phases. 
This will lead to a better understand-
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ing of what the Fellows do in each 
of the three phases of instructional 
planning.

Finally, one limitation of this study 
was that only the GK-�2 Fellows’
instructional planning practices were 
explored.Therewerenodatacollected 
from the partner teachers who worked 
with the Fellows in schools. We sug
gest that future studies should attempt 
to collect data from the Fellows and 
partner teachers to provide contrast 
or additional support to conclusions 
reported in this study. 

Implications
Ourdatasupport thehypothesis that 

directmentoringbypracticingteachers 
can be an effective means of model
ing and communicating appropriate 
instructional planning skills. This 
approach may be useful in alterna
tive teacher training programs, where 
students (in similar fashion to GK-�2 
Fellows) may receive minimal formal 
instruction in lesson planning.

Since the Fellows in this type of 
project are themselves graduate stu
dents in science and mathematics, 
these findings suggest that GK-12 
Fellows could be useful in the training 
of graduate teaching assistants. The 
Fellows learned a great deal about 
how to plan for teaching through 
practice and through interactions with 
teachersandK-�2students.Therefore, 
academic departments at universities 
that have GK-�2 projects can use the 
Fellows’ expertise in teaching assis
tantship programs through presenta
tions on instructional planning and/or 
mentoring teaching assistants. 
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Joseph A. Taylor, Pamela Van Scotter, Doug Coulson 

Bridging Research on Learning and

Student Achievement: The Role of 


Instructional Materials
 
The authors describe results from two field-test studies conducted by BSCS, 
both of which indicate a strong relationship between fidelity of curriculum 
implementation and student learning gains.
	

For decades the National Science 
Foundation has been funding the de
velopment of instructional materials 
whosedesign isbasedupontherecom
mendations of educational research. 
These recommendations include 
the idea that learning be sequenced 
and organized using an experiential 
learning cycle (see Atkin & Karplus, 
�962; Piaget, �975) or an instruc
tional model such as the Biological 
Science Curriculum Study (BSCS) 
5E Instructional Model (see Bybee, 
�997). More recent research studies 
such as those synthesized in How 
People Learn (NRC, 200�) suggest 
that instructionaddress students’prior 
knowledge, help students connect 
new knowledge to a rich framework 
of big ideas, and support students in 
monitoring and taking control of their 
own learning. Work by Pellegrino, 
Chudowsky, and Glaser (200�) make 
complementary recommendations 
such as the following: 
•Instruction should be organized 

around meaningful problems 
and goals. 
•Instructionmustprovidescaffolds 

for solving meaningful problems 
and supporting learning for un
derstanding. 

•Instruction must provide opportu
nities for practice with feedback, 
revision, and reflection. 
•Thesocialarrangementsofinstruc

tion must promote collaboration 
and distributed expertise as well 
as independent learning.

Over time, the work of curricu
lum developers in response to these 
recommendations has resulted in an 
extensive portfolio of research-based 
instructional materials that span the 
sciences disciplines. However, few 
researchers have systematically ex
plored how these materials influence 
student learning and the role that 
implementation fidelity plays in the 
materials’ ultimate impact. The pur
pose of this article is to address this 
issuebyexploringdatacollectedintwo 
BSCS research studies. In the follow
ing sections we briefly describe these 
studies, their respective findings, and 
make recommendations for teacher 
professional development. 

BSCS Field-Test Research: A 
Brief Overview 

The BSCS, as a routine part of 
its curriculum field-testing process, 
studies the impact of the materials 
on student learning. In �995, BSCS 

conducted case studies of four teach
ers who were field-testing a new high 
school science program. The learning 
experiences in this curriculum pro
gram are structured and sequenced 
using the BSCS 5E Instructional 
Model (Engage, Explore, Explain, 
Elaborate, and Evaluate) which is 
based upon the research-based learn
ingcyclesofAtkinandKarplus (�962) 
and Piaget (�975).

Thefourcasestudiesuncovereddis
tinct differences in the pre/post learn
ing gains of students whose teachers 
implemented the program as designed 
as opposed to those of students whose 
teachers implemented the program 
withconsiderably lessfidelity.Student 
learning was measured using a 20
item subset of questions from the 
NationalScienceTeachersAssociation 
(NSTA)/National Association of 
Biology Teachers (NABT) biology 
exam, administered at the beginning 
andendof theschoolyear.Fidelitywas 
measured throughclassroomobserva
tions conducted by BSCS curriculum 
development staff. These findings are 
illustrated in Figure � and Table �.

The case studies suggested a rela
tionship between fidelity and student 
learning, and BSCS sought to explore 
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Figure 1. Pre/Post Results for NABT/NSTA Biology Exam 

Teacher 1 - Field tested instructional materials for two years with a high level of fidelity 

Teacher 2 - Field tested instructional materials for two years with a medium level of fidelity 

Teacher 3 - Field tested instructional materials for one year with a medium level of fidelity 
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Figure 1: Pre/Post Results for NABT/NSTA Biology Exam 

Figure 1. Pre/Post Results for NABT/NSTA Biology Exam 

Teacher 4 - Field tested instructional materials for one year with a low level of fidelity 
Table 1: Student Learning Gains by Teacher 

Teacher Pre-test Avg. Post-test Avg. Avg. Gain 
Teacher 1 - Field tes1 6.4 ted instructional mate 10.3 rials for two years w 3.9 ith a high level of fidelity 

Teacher 2 - Field tes
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Table 1. Student Learning Gains by Teacher 
Teacher 1 - Field tested instructional materials for two years with a high level of fidelity

this relationship with larger numbers The 2002 Study: An Overview 

themagnitudeofstudent learninggains 3 

newly-developed high school science were inanywayrelated tohowclosely fidelity) compare with the learning 
program also structured using the teachers adhered to the intended gains of students whose teachers are 
BSCS 5E Instructional Model. use of the instructional materials. less successful in implementing the 

program as designed? 

Table 1. Student Learning Gains by Teacher Specifically, the study asked: how do 
of teachersandstudents in futurefield- One of the questions that the 2002 the learning gains of students whose 
test studies. This opportunity came in study sought to answer was whether teachers are successful in implement-
2002 as BSCS began field-testing a ing the program as designed (with 
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Findings from the 2002 Study 

When student learning gains were examined in light of implementation fidelity, a 

strong relationship emerged. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted 

across the three fidelity groups (i.e., low, medium, and high) on post test scores using pre 

test scores as covariates. As expected, the covariate (pre-test) was significantly related to 

the dependent variable (post-test). There was a main effect associated with the 
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In this study, the learning gains of 
326 ninth-grade students (across �5 
teachers) were determined by admin
istering an identical chapter test before 
and after instruction. Implementation
fidelity was measured by a research 
team composed of external evalua
tion and curriculum development staff 
using an observation protocol adapted
from the Horizon, Inc. Classroom 
Observational Protocol (see HRI,
2000). The implementation section of 
this protocol included �� individual 
rating scales that addressed the use of 
specific teaching strategies consistent 
withtheBSCS5EInstructionalModel. 
These rating scales were in Likert 
format with scores ranging from � to 
5; one meaning “not at all,” 3 mean
ing “to some extent,” and 5 meaning
“to a great extent.” For each scale,
the team recorded specific notes as 
evidence and justification for the rat-
ings.Specifically, the individual rating
scales were intended to quantify the 
extent to which teachers encouraged
students to: engage in metacognitive 
activity; communicate their under
standing of concepts, and apply their 
understandingtonewsituations.These 
rating scales were also used to quan
tify the extent to which teachers used 
embedded assessment and student 
self-assessment, as well as provided
students with appropriate feedback to 

help them construct their understand
ing of targeted concepts.

Using these �� ratings of teachers’
use of 5E-based strategies and learn
ing sequences, BSCS then holistically 
classified each teacher’s fidelity of use 
as either “low,” “medium,” or “high”
(see Table 2). These holistic ratings
alone were used to divide teachers 
into low, medium, or high levels of 
fidelity because trichotomizing teach
ers on the holistic rating resulted in 
a clearer division than averaging the 
other �� individual rating scales. The 
averaging process tended to cancel out 
the variation, making it problematic to 
create fidelity categories. 

Findings from the 2002 Study 
When student learning gains were 

examined in light of implementation
fidelity, a strong relationship emerged.
An analysisof covariance(ANCOVA) 
was conducted across the three fidelity 
groups(i.e., low,medium,andhigh)on 
post test using the pre test as a covari
ate. As expected, the covariate (pre

test) was significantly related to the 
dependent variable (post-test). There 
was a main effect associated with the 
implementation fidelity grouping (F = 
7.5�; df = 2, 322; p < .0�). This analy
sis, summarized in Table 3, suggests
that we reject the null hypothesis that 
the post-test scores are equal across 
fidelity groups.

Post hoc paired comparisons using
Fisher’s Least Significant Difference 
(LSD) method were conducted in 
order to identify which of the three 
implementation fidelity groups were 
statistically different. These three 
comparisons showed that the post-test 
scores (when adjusted for pre-tests) of 
the low fidelity group were on aver
age statistically lower than both the 
medium and high level fidelity groups
and that the adjusted post-test scores 
for themediumandhighfidelitygroups 
were not statistically different.Table 4 
and Figure 2 below summarize these 
findings. 

Discussion 
The data presented in this study

suggest that the students whose teach
ers used the instructional materials 
with medium or high levels of fidel 
ity scored statistically higher on the 
post-test achievement measure than 
studentsof lowfidelity teachers.Using
the operational definitions of medium 

When student learning 
gains were examined in 
light of implementation 
fidelity, a strong 
relationship emerged. 

Table 2: Fidelity Levels as a Continuum of 5E-Based Teaching 

to which teachers encouraged students to: engage in metacognitive activity; communicate 

their understanding of concepts, and apply their understanding to new situations. These 

rating scales were also used to quantify the extent to which teachers used embedded 

assessment and student self-assessment, as well as provided students with appropriate 

feedback to help them construct their understanding of targeted concepts. 

Using these 11 ratings of teachers’ use of 5E-based strategies and learning 

sequences, we then holistically classified each teacher’s fidelity of use as either “low,” 

“medium,” or “high” (see Table 2). These holistic ratings alone were used to divide 

teachers into low, medium, or high levels of fidelity because trichotomizing teachers on 

the holistic rating resulted in a clearer division than averaging the other 11 individual 

rating scales. The averaging process tended to cancel out the variation, making it 

problematic to create fidelity categories. 

Observed use of strategies
and learning sequences that
are consistent with the 5Es 

None Basic Extensive 

Number of Teachers Rated 
at each Fidelity Level 4 7 4 

Table 2. Fidelity Levels as a Continuum of 5E-Based Teaching 

Low Medium High 

Holistic Rating of Fidelity LevelHolistic Rating of Fidelity Level 



implementation fidelity grouping (F = 7.51; df = 2, 322; p < .01). This analysis, 

summarized in Table 3, suggests that we reject the null hypothesis that the post-test 

scores are equal across fidelity groups.

Source DF Mean Square F-Ratio Probability 
Pre Test 1 2.8368 48.5 .0000 

Implementation
Fidelity Group 2 .43938 7.51 .0006 
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Post hoc paired comparisons using Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) implementation fidelity grouping (F = 7.51; df = 2, 322; p < .01). This analysis, 

method were conducted in order to identify which of the three implementation fidelitysummarized in Table 3, suggests that we reject the null hypothesis that the post-test 

Table 3: ANCOVA Output scores are equal across fidelity groups.groups were statistically different. These three comparisons showed that the post-test 

and Figure 2 below summarize these findings. 

Table 4: Adjusted Means Table Post hoc paired comparisons using Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) 

and high levels of fidelity, we can tionweseewell-designedinstructional communities. The prevalent notion 
then state that there is a statistical link materials, even those designed to or- of teacher as curriculum developer Teacher Group Fisher LSD
betweensuperiorstudentachievement ganize everyday instruction, Adjusted Mean collect- or curriculum “hunter and gatherer” Standard (adjusted mean
and basic or extensive useof strategies ing dust on shelves or being pulled Post-test Score must be challenged at both the K-�2 #of Students Deviation is significantlyandlearningsequencesconsistentwith off shelves and used haphazardly as and higher education levels. The data (% correct) different from)the 5Es. The observation that marked a mere resource or supplement. This in thisstudydirectlyconfront thiscom-Low Level Medium anddifferences in achievement begin at often results in a patchwork approach mon notion and suggest an approach 6 

70 41 2.9 High Fidelityeven basic use of the 5Es makes a to curriculum implementation, which to curriculum implementation where Fidelity 
Grouppowerful statement about the effec- leads to lack of coherence in the learn- fidelity is valued.

Low Fidelitytiveness of the instructional model. ingsequencefor students (Rutherford, It is interesting to speculate about Medium Level 168 54 2.6 GroupComplimentary findings can be found 2000; Taylor, et al., 2005). This is not why extensive use of the 5Es did not 
in comparative studies--conducted to say that teacher-designed materials yield student achievement that was 

Fidelity
High Level Low Fidelity88 51 2.0

across multiple science disciplines tend to be of poor quality. However, significantly different from basic use Group
and grade levels--suggesting that most classroom teachers’ ability to of the instructionalmodel. It ispossible 
research-based instructional models field-test their materials with large that the instructional materials, which 
likely promote greater gains in stu- numbers of diverse students or to have make the 5Es explicit for both teach-
dent achievement than more didactic them reviewed by content experts is ers and students, are fidelity-resilient
teaching approaches (e.g., Ates, 2005; clearly limited. Ahaphazard approach (within limits). That is, even when a 
Ebrahim, 2004; Lord, �997). to curriculum implementation does teacher implements the material with 

Fidelity 

The lower student achievement ob- not take advantage of the thoughtful only medium fidelity, the inherent 
served in lowfidelityclassrooms isnot work of the science education re- design of the instructional materials 

6surprising.Toooften inscienceeduca- search and curriculum development likely contributes to enhanced un-
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Figure 2: Adjusted Post-test Means by Level of Fidelity 

Low Medium High 

Levels of Fidelity ticatedunderstandingsof instructional 
Figure 2. Adjusted Post-test Means by Level of Fidelity materials and the instructional models 

derstanding, and thus achievement, analysis would help us make more 
for students. direct connections between student that drive their design? Suggested Other hypotheses around this achievement and the use of specific approaches to professional develop-finding center on how the data were instructional strategies. ment are articulated in other studies 

Discussion We also hypothesize that in some analyzed. For example, some of the 
that establish a link between fidelteachers who were rated holistically at cases, teachers made departures from ity of implementation and student 

The data presented in this study suggest that the students whose teachers used the mediumlevelsoffidelitywere ratedso the design of the instructional materi- learning (e.g., Cohen & Hill, 2002; because their use of 5E-based strate- als thatoptimizedstudent learningand Darling-Hammond, �997). In many 
instructional materials with medium or high levels of fidelity scored statistically higher gies and learning sequences was not were in the spirit of the instructional of these studies, high levels of fidelconsistent across a continuum from model but were noted by observers ity are attributed in part to on-going, 
on the post-test achievement measure than students of low fidelity teachers. Using the non-use to extensive use. It is possible as showing less fidelity—resulting comprehensive professional develop-that a large percentage of these teach- in lower fidelity ratings. This conclu ment that is focused almost solely 
operational definitions of medium and high levels of fidelity, we can then state that there 

ers made extensive use of the very sion would suggest that it is indeed on helping teachers understand the strategies that were most effective for possible for teachers with a nuanced design of the instructional materials. 
is a statistical link between superior student achievement and basic or extensive use of 

students.Toaddress this issue in future understanding of the 5Es to enhance The suggestion is quite simple: if you research we would like to conduct an the impact of 5E-based instructional want higher fidelity implementation, analysis of covariance across selected materials with well-informed peda
strategies and learning sequences consistent with the 5Es. The observation that marked spend some professional develop-individual fidelity rating scores from gogical decisions. ment time and resources on helping the observation protocol, again using The question then becomes: how 
differences in achievement begin at even basic use of the 5Es makes a powerful statement teachers understand the instructional pre-test scores as covariates. This do we help teachers develop sophis

about the effectiveness of the instructional model. Complimentary findings can be found 
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materials. Further, since the design of 
research-based instructionalmaterials 
can look quite different from that of 
traditional instructional materials and 
embodyinstructionalmodelsofwhich 
many teachers are unfamiliar, the im
portance of professional development 
is emphasized. 

A haphazard approach to 
curriculum implementation 
does not take advantage 
of the thoughtful work of 
the science education 
research and curriculum 
development communities. 

In the 2002 study, the translation 
of this simple suggestion was to 
provide teachers with a professional 
development program that included 
workshops to help them understand 
the goals and purpose of the instruc
tional model (5Es) that organizes and 
structures the learning for students. 
The specifics of this approach were 
influencedbyscholarssuchasLoucks-
Horsley, et al. (2003) who suggested 
that professional development mirror 
the instructional methods to be used 
with students. Therefore, teachers in 
this study were engaged as learners 
of science in investigations where the 
facilitator modeled exemplary use of 
the 5E model. To help teachers apply 
their science learning experience to 
learning about science teaching, the 
investigations were discussed after
ward in terms of what the learner and 
the facilitator were doing in each stage 
of the 5Es. 

The professional development 
program also engaged teachers in 
other foundational work to help them 

understand the instructional materi
als. For example, BSCS conducted 
workshops to help teachers better 
understand inquiryand effectiveways 
to create a climate of inquiry in their 
classrooms, as well as sessions on 
Understanding by Design (Wiggins 
and McTighe, 2005), which provided 
key principles for the design of the 
program. The professional develop
ment program also included focused 
sessions on the science content since 
it was observed in the past that low 
levels of fidelity can often result from 
unfamiliarity or discomfort with the 
science content. 

In summary, the data in this study 
suggest that research-based instruc
tional models are most effective when 
they are taught with at least a basic 
level of fidelity. We also hypothesize 
that well informed modification of 
research-based instructionalmaterials 
couldoptimize their impactonstudent 
achievement. However, regardless of 
whether thegoal is tohave teachersuse 
research-based instructionalmaterials 
with optimal fidelity or to modify the 
materials in appropriate ways, it is 
critical that professional development 
focus on helping teachers develop a 
vision of implementation that is con
sistent with the designer’s intent. 
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Patricia Mills Shane, Brenda Shumate Wojnowski 

Technology Integration Enhancing 

Science: Things Take Time Revisited
 
A revisit of a long-term professional development effort to imbed technology 
into the K-8 curriculum suggests that lasting changes such as retention of 
effective existing practices and pedagogical security result when teachers 
are given sufficient time and duration to carry out the innovation. 

Project TIES (Technology 
Integration Enhancing Science), a 
four-year K-8 Technology Literacy 
Challenge project, combined technol
ogy as a tool for teaching and learning 
with earth and environmental science 
education.Thisprojectprovidedteach
ers in two North Carolina school sys
tems with professional development 
as well as technology equipment and 
materials during the project years, 
�998-2002. These resources enabled 
teachers to make the transition from 
traditional classroom methodologies 
to the use of technology as an imbed
ded and integral part of teaching and 
learning.

In the TIES project, teachers par
ticipated in professional development 
involving science content, the inquiry 
process, student-centered projects, 
and the use of technology as a tool for 
teachingand learning.Over thecourse 
of the project, many TIES teachers 
assumed leadership roles within their 
school systems and in state profes
sional organizations, thereby assur
ing that the expertise and leadership 
needed to sustain the project for four 
years residedwithin theschool.Oneof 
the goals of the project was to sustain 
the appropriate use of technologies in 
classroomsafter theprojectwas termi
nated. The authors were interested in 

whether the leadership had remained 
in place and whether these teacher 
leaders had been able to maintain their 
gains four years after funding for the 
project ended. The authors visited the 
school systems in the original project 
ending in 2002 again in 2006 to see if 
thisgoalofsustainabilityof theproject 
had been met as well as to see what 
changes may have occurred in the use 
of technologies inclassroomssince the 
completion of their original work. 

TIES Project schools 
represent a diverse middle 
grades student population 
with respect to ethnicity and 
economic background and 
are located in suburban and 
rural communities. 

As the technology era entered the 
classrooms of the �990’s, it became 
clear that significant professional de
velopmentwasneededtohelp teachers 
understandhowto incorporatevarious 
technologies as an authentic part of 
teaching and learning. To help meet 
this need, the Technology Literacy 
Challenge Fund (TLCF) was estab

lished as part of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act (ESEA). 
The purpose of the TLCF program 
was to provide assistance to states and 
districts to support the integration of 
technology into school curricula with 
the goal of improving teaching and 
learning and enabling all students to 
become technologically literate. As a 
resultof thisESEAlegislation,Project 
TIESbecame a reality; and a four-year 
saga of change and innovation began. 
[See Shane and Wojnowski article in 
Science Educator, �4 (�).] 

Things Take Time 
Change isnoteasy.For long-lasting 

pedagogical change to occur, teachers 
must be afforded the opportunity to 
learn new teaching methodologies, 
incorporate those methodologies into 
their classroom practices, modify any 
practices that do not work for them, 
and retest the modifications. “It is 
clear that, for science and mathemat
ics professional development to be 
effective, experiences for teachers 
must occur over time, provide ample 
time for in-depth investigations and 
reflection, and incorporate opportuni
ties for continuous learning….[T]he 
idea of building new understandings 
throughactiveengagement inavariety 
of experiences over time, and doing 
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so with others in supportive learning 
environments, is critical for effective 
professional development” (Loucks-
Horsley, S., Love, N., Stiles, K.E., 
Mundry, S., and Hewson, P.W., 2003, 
p. 8�-82). Although the project was 
nearing completion as this caveat was 
published, Project TIES reflected this 
precept. TIES allowed teachers the 
time toassimilatenewpedagogiesand 
implement them in their classrooms.

For this particular technology-
based project, it is accurate to add 
the admonition that “Things Take 
Materials.” The intention was to pro
vide sufficient resources for teachers 
to make the transition from traditional 
practice to classrooms where science 
and technology were imbedded and 
integral parts of teaching and learn
ing. This was accomplished through 
a two-pronged approach. First, make 
the technology equipment available 
to teachers in sufficient quantity for 
easy student access within the class
room setting. Second, provide for 
acquisition of the concomitant abili
ties needed to use the technology in 
an appropriate and authentic manner. 
This approach permitted students and 
teachers touse technologyonaregular 
andfrequentbasisandallowedfor inte
grated, project-based instruction. The 
combination of new knowledge and 
behaviors as a result of professional 
development, combined with the 
needed equipment, helped to provide 
profound and lasting change. 

Project Description
The overarching goal of the TIES 

Project was to produce a successful, 
innovative, and replicable model for 
inquiry- and project-based instruction 
that used technology to integrate sci
encewithothercurricula.Toattain this 
goal, teachers developed long-term 
inquiry-based science projects appro

priate for their elementary and middle 
grades students. Underlying these 
projects, as well as other classroom 
instruction,was theseamlessblending 
of technologywithsciencecontentand 
project-based instruction.Theensuing 
professional development not only 
incorporated project-designed activi
ties, but also a wide array of nation
ally recognized curriculum materials 
and activities. The National Science 
Education Standards were issued at 
about the same time and became an 
integral part of the project as well. 
These programmatic components 
were phased in over the project’s first 
three years, with full implementation 
achieved in Year 4. 

Project TIES had these objec
tives: 

• provide professional develop
ment in: 

–		 technologies in the context of 
authentic projects 

–		 the Internet as a tool to support 
classroom learning 

–		strategies and techniques for 
integrating technologyinto the 
curriculum 

–		science content for K-8 teach
ers 

• acquire adequate technology 
hardwareandsoftwareforpartner 
schools to insure student access 

• provide opportunities for TIES 
participants to learntoutilize their 
school grounds to enhance their 
instruction in the context of the 
science curriculum and technol
ogy tools 

• provide opportunities for TIES 
leaders to share their expertise 
withnewTIESteachers,aswellas 
other teachers in their schools 

• form a collaboration of partner 
schools to enhance and support 
each other 

Acontinuing part of the project was 
theattainmentofassuredsustainability 
for the model. This priority was ac
complished by way of five strategies. 
First, TIES implemented a process of 
collaborative teameffortsutilizing the 
leadershipofexperiencedTIESteach
ers.Year-�andYear-2teachersbecame 
mentors for teachers who entered the 
project inYear3.Second, experienced 
teachers assumed leadership roles as 
they participated in providing pro
fessional development sessions in 
Years 3 and 4. Third, the technology 
equipment was housed in teachers’
classrooms. Fourth, teams of TIES 
teachers disseminated knowledge 
gained and lessons learned from the 
project as they presented TIES at sci
ence and technology conferences and 
atparentandfacultymeetings.Finally, 
participating schools included TIES 
in their school-based budgets. This 
article revisits the success of thesefive 
long-termsustainabilitystrategiesfour 
years after completion of the funding 
phase of the project. 

Collaborations 
The TIES Project was built on 

the strong collaborations of four 
schools in two school systems, the 
Center for Mathematics and Science 
Education in the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (CMSE), 
the North Carolina Department 
of the Environment and Natural 
Resources (DENR), LEARN NC (a 
statewide technology network), the 
North Carolina Department of Parks 
and Recreation, the Eisenhower 
Consortium at SERVE, and the 
GLOBE Program. In addition, an ex
ternal evaluator was recruited to help 
determine the extent to which the ob-
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jectives were achieved. Interestingly, 
when TIES was revisited after four 
years, the authors found that although 
the Eisenhower Consortium is no 
longer an active entity, the schools 
and the remaining partners continue 
to be engaged.

TIES Project schools represent a 
diverse middle grades student popu
lation with respect to ethnicity and 
economic background and are located 
in suburban and rural communities. 
The CMSE brought strong leadership 
capabilities ingrantadministrationand 
professional development, as well as 
technical guidance in developing and 
implementing educational models. 
The DENR brought expertise in as
sessingandunderstandingtheenviron
mental resources of TIES school sites. 
LEARN NC, a statewide network of 
educatorsusing Internet technologies, 
provided teaching resources, lesson 
plans keyed to the North Carolina 
Standard Course of Study, and an 
online outlet that allowed TIES teach
ers to share their expertise with other 
educators. 

Implementation 
Technology can be a powerful 

entity in classroom instruction when 
adequate resources are seamlessly 
incorporated into instructional ap
proaches and strategies. One way to 
accomplish this is to provide teach
ers and students with a vehicle for 
instruction that brings applications 
to the world beyond the classroom. 
To implement these real-world 
projects successfully, teachers must 
develop skills in integrated instruc
tional strategies, have exposure and 
experience with specific projects, and 
be proficient in the appropriate use of 
technology as a tool for instruction 
and learning. Administrative support 
andparticipation iscrucial.Significant 

commitments of personnel, financial 
resources, and time are required for a 
single school to make improvements 
in these arenas. The need for collabo
ration is important so teachers, strug
gling for time to make improvements 
in their individual classrooms, do not 
waste time reinventing the wheel. 

Technology can be a 
powerful entity in classroom 
instruction when adequate 
resources are seamlessly 
incorporated into 
instructional approaches 
and strategies. 

To build and apply skills for using 
available infrastructure effectively, 
each year TIES classroom teachers, 
project support staff, and adminis
trators participated in ten days of 
professional development, including 
two days at professional conferences. 
TIES professionaldevelopment intro
duced authoring tools, word process
ing, databases, spreadsheets, and the 
effective use of the Internet. It also 
provided hands-on experiences for 
the understanding of science content 
–especially in theareaofearthscience, 
which blended well with the TIES 
“outdoors as a classroom” focus. 

TIES teams implemented projects 
based on content and integrated in
structionalstrategiesdevelopedduring 
professional development sessions 
in their own classrooms. This imple
mentation strengthened team build
ing, leadership skills, and mentoring 
opportunities for TIES teachers and 
administrators. In TIES, the power of 
technology merged with a construc

tivist pedagogy in student-centered, 
project-based classrooms. 

To support both curriculum and 
standards requirements, TIES proj
ect development used the following 
instructional aproaches. 

Constructivist, Student-Centered 
Learning: Students learn best when 
they construct their own knowledge, 
based on multiple experiences with 
a concept or skill. Through active, 
hands-on experiences, they correct 
theirmisconceptions,extendwhat they 
know, and connect their knowledge 
to other concepts they understand. 
Student motivation is enhanced when 
students pursue answers to questions 
they have developed. 

Collaborative Learning: Most stu
dents like to work with their peers and 
learn more from doing so. Working 
collaborativelyisarequiredworkplace 
skill for the Information Age. Many 
everyday activities are collaborative, 
with students working in small groups 
to solve a problem. 

Authentic Learning: Students learn 
bestwhentheir learning isnotartificial 
—when activities are authentic and 
connected to the world outside the 
classroom. 

Student as Worker, Teacher as 
Facilitator:Ateacherservesasafacili
tator to student learning by arranging 
the environment so that students will 
ask important questions and discover 
ways to answer them. 

Sustainability. There were two 
types of sustainability connected to 
this project: �) intra-school sustain
ability within the school(s) after 
external funding was expended; and 
2) inter-school sustainability attached 
to projects that served as models to 
be transferred to and used by other 
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schools and districts. Follow-up ques
tions concentrated on intra-school 
sustainability. 

Intra-school sustainability requires 
having key elements of materials, 
equipment, personnel, and leadership 
in place in a school(s) so a project can 
continue after funding expires—to 
have a “life of its own,” so to speak. 
Continued financial support to update 
equipment and replenish consum
able materials is usually necessary 
as well. 

When the authors revisited TIES, 
they found the leadership and person
nel in place and more than willing to 
sustain and expand the gains made 
during the TIES project. The funding 
necessary to replace, update and/or 
repair equipment and to buy current 
more advanced technologies has been 
provided in one TIES system, but has 
been significantly more limited in the 
other. Disparities in levels of use of 
technologies in classrooms that were 
not evident in 2002 are very evident 
in 2006. 

Great efforts were made with 
Project TIES to ensure it had the 
support needed to continue in current 
schools long after the conclusion 
of the grant period. Hardware and 
software were placed in classrooms, 
and professional development was 
provided to enable teachers to utilize 
the technology in an effective manner. 
In addition, extensive professional 
development was provided to enable 
participants to understand how to 
implement inquiry- and project-based 
instruction using technology as a tool. 
Returning TIES teachers emerged as 
leadersand providedon-going profes
sional development to others in their 
schools and districts. Local school 
district budgets were modified to 

accommodate updates and repairs of 
project hardware and software.

WhentheauthorsrevisitedtheTIES 
schoolsfouryearsafter thecessationof 
external funding, theyfoundonly three 
of the original Year � teachers still in 
the classroom in the original schools. 
Most had moved into administrative 
positions, retired, or moved away. 
Interestingly, seven of the teachers 
who entered in Year 2 and ten who 
entered in Year 3 were still in the 
classroom. This means that of the 47 
originalparticipants, twenty remained 
in the classroom four years later. In 
addition, the building-level technol
ogy specialist and science specialist 
in one school and technology director 
in another school system, all of whom 
wereinstrumental totheoriginaldevel
opment and implementation of TIES, 
were still in place. 

In TIES, the power of 
technology merged with a 
constructivist pedagogy in 
student-centered, project-
based classrooms. 

When the grant period terminated, 
partnerships to enhance the grant 
had been put in place and continued 
to influence the schools. The project 
schoolscommittedfinancial resources 
to support the project, and plans were 
put in place for continued funding of 
additional teachers and classrooms at 
each school. Experienced TIES teach
ers were poised to provide continued 
leadership at their schools. They had 
shown their leadership by being men
tors to new TIES teachers, presenting 
at conferences, and by developing and 

presenting technology seminars. Four 
years later,TIESteacherscontinuedas 
the technologyproponentsand leaders 
within their schools. 

Obstacles 
Each year, one of the most signifi

cant and challenging barriers reported 
by the project team was a difficulty in
herent to any change effort—aversion 
to change or fear of the unknown. The 
change from a traditional to a technol
ogy-based pedagogical approach is 
very dramatic and met with resistance 
in some classrooms. Overcoming that 
resistancethroughaslowandon-going 
changeprocessandreaching the levels 
of enthusiasmeventually seen inTIES 
classrooms are certainly two of the 
most important accomplishments of 
the project.

That same enthusiasm remained 
evident fouryearsafter theofficial end 
of the project. Teachers and admin
istrators in all three TIES schools in 
bothof theoriginal schoolsystemsmet 
with the authors, participated in focus 
groups,providedindividual interviews 
and sent in surveys indicating the cur
rent levelsofuseof technology in their 
classrooms.Allwereveryforthcoming 
and presented their current situations 
honestly and without embellishment. 
Funding for continued project-based 
instruction using technology was 
evident in one system and the lack of 
sufficient funding was just as obvious 
in the other. The disparity in funding 
is the result of differences in local tax 
bases and academic funding priori
ties. Teachers in both systems were 
enthusiastic and quick to tout their 
successes. They were just as quick to 
point out deficiencies in funding and 
technologies that have materialized 
over the past four years. 
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Successes 
At the beginning of each year of 

the four years of TIES, teachers set 
goals and objectives, planned their 
projects,andproceededtodevelopand 
implement them with the assistance 
of project staff. Each year, all TIES 
teachers met the objective of creating 
hands-on, technology-based projects 
within their classrooms. In addition, 
as the project progressed, TIES teach
ers became instructional leaders who 
tookon responsibility for professional 
development and mentoring. TIES 
teachers who have remained in the 
systems have continued in those roles. 
Other successes that emerged from 
the evaluation of the project included 
positiveattitudinalchanges toward the 
objectives of the project.

Those positive attitudes remained 
very much in evidence as the teachers 
talked with the authors both individu
ally and in focus group settings. The 
Levels of Use surveys (see Appendix 
�) that participants completed indicat
ed that all participants continue to use 
technology at least at the refinement 
level indicating that they continue to 
make changes in their use of technol
ogy in their classrooms to increase 
technology outcome measures. This 
level of use is quite remarkable given 
the equipment, materials and funding 
constraints under which some of the 
respondents are laboring.

At the close of the project, schools 
had strong technology and science re
sourcehelpsystemsinplace, including 
TIES mentors from previous years. In 
spite of time issues, participants who 
were in the project during the first 
two years were very helpful to the 
new project participants both in the 
technical aspects of how to use equip
ment and in the pedagogical aspects 
of using technology as a tool for ef

fective instruction.Returning teachers 
were very willing to share classroom 
management techniqueswith teachers 
struggling to adapt their classrooms 
to a new mode of instruction. These 
returning teachers now work as peer 
coaches rather than mentors, but 
the camaraderie and willingness to 
help and to share expertise that was 
seen early on in the project is still in 
evidence. 

Results 
The overarching goal of the TIES 

Project was to produce a success
ful, creative, and replicable model 
for inquiry- and project-based in
struction that used technology to 
integrate science and other curricula. 
Quantitatively, we saw an increase in 
competency rankings in technology 
knowledge and skills, as measured by 
aTIESTechnologyExpertise/Comfort 
Survey and on the Levels of Use of 
Technology in the Classroom scale 
(adapted from the CBAM research, 
�987). Other evaluation strategies 
included site visits, workshop ob
servations, interviews with project 
personnel, interviews with partici
pants, and comment cards reflecting 
attitudinal changes from participants. 
Outcomes anecdotally reported by 
teachers includedshifts in theirbeliefs 
and actions from instructionism to 
constructivism. 

The overarching goal of the 
TIES Project was to produce 
a successful, creative, 
and replicable model 
for inquiry- and project-
based instruction that used 
technology to integrate 
science and other curricula. 

The Levels of Use of Technology 
in the Classroom self-report scale 
(Appendix�,adaptedfromtheCBAM 
research, �987) was administered to 
all participants in the third and fourth 
yearsof theprojectandagain in thefol
low-up phase. Initially, a clear distinc
tion could be made between the levels 
ofuseofparticipantsnewto theproject 
and those who had been with TIES for 
one or two years prior to the adminis
tration of the instrument. While new 
participants reported a wide range 
of levels of use, beginning at Level 
0 (Nonuse) and continuing upward 
through Level IV (Refinement), no 
returning participant reported a level 
of use below Level III (Mechanical 
Use). Also of interest is the rapid 
movementofYear3participantsupthe 
Levels of Use scale, as compared to a 
more gradual movement for teachers 
who began the project in the first two 
years. Based on participant comments 
to a series of open-ended questions 
and on interview responses, this was 
presumed to be a result of mentoring 
provided by Year � and 2 teachers, as 
well as indirect exposure to theproject 
before actually becoming a part of it. 
Year 4 participants showed limited 
growth;however, theywereonly in the 
project for one year, which is too short 
a period to allow for valid, reasonable 
conclusions to be drawn at that time. 
After five years, all of the participants 
reported use at Level IV (Refinement) 
or above. There was no discernible 
difference in Levels of Use among 
participants who entered the program 
in different years and all who were 
able to be reached were still actively 
engaged in the use of technology as 
an integral part of their work.

The project team noted some un
anticipated beneficial outcomes. The 
comment cards used for formative 
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evaluation indicated that the internal 
mentoring, support, and the coach
ing network were much stronger 
than proposers initially anticipated. 
Additionally, teachers reported that 
students wrote about their TIES proj
ects with much less prodding than in 
traditional writing assignments.

Theproject teamwasalsosurprised, 
not that teacher attitudinal changes 
occurred, but by the extent of those 
changes, as evidenced in the comment 
cards. The magnitude of observed and 
anecdotally reported changes from a 
didactic toastudent-centered teaching 
environment was much greater than 
proposers anticipated at the outset. 
Much to the delight of the proposers, 
these initial attitudinal changes as 
noted at the end of the project period, 
based on interviewsandsurveys,were 
still in evidence four years later. 

Implications
“Fundamental beliefs are formed 

over time through active engage
ment with ideas, understandings, and 
real-life experiences….Deep change 
occurs only when beliefs are restruc
tured throughnewunderstandingsand 
experimentation with new behaviors” 
(Loucks-Horsley, S., et al., 2003, 
p. 49). For change to occur, things 
take time. This study exemplifies 
these beliefs. Initially, teachers who 

participated in the project for three 
or four years showed greater changes 
than those with only one or two years 
experience. Only participants who 
were in the project for more than two 
years reached Level V (Integration) 
or VI (Renewal) on the Levels of Use 
of Technology scale; not all veteran 
participants ever rose above Level 
IV (Refinement). After five years, all 
participants reported levels of use at 
Level IV or above, and no discern
ible difference was noted among 
participants by year of entry. The 
change literature, as well as our own 
experiences with this project, has led 
ustoconcludethatsignificantbehavior 
changes require at least three to four 
yearsof implementationandon-going 
support to become institutionalized 
within the classroom and that insti
tutionalization is retained as a part of 
regular classroom practice long after 
the end of the funding period. 

See Appendix 1 on page 57 
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APPENDIX 1 

CBAM Levels of Use of Technology in the Classroom 

Name___________________________________________ 

Year 1 (returning) _______ 

Year 2 (returning) _______ 

Year 3 (returning) _______ 

Year 4 (new) _______ 

Please circle the number that best reflects your current level of use of technology in your 

classroom. 

Levels of Use Behavioral Indices of Level 

VI Renewal I am seeking more effective alternatives to the 

already routinely established use of technology 

in my classroom. 

V Integration I am making deliberate efforts to help others to 

use technology in their classrooms. 

IV Refinement I am making changes in my use of technology 

in my classroom to increase outcomes. 

III Mechanical Use I am using technology in my classroom, but it 

is not always coordinated to my course of 

study. 

II Preparation I am preparing to use technology in my 

classroom. 

I Orientation I am seeking information on using technology 

in my classroom. 

0 Nonuse I am not taking any action in regard to using 

technology in my classroom. 

(Adapted from the CBAM Project, Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, The University of 

Texas, 1987.) 

Appendix 1 
CBAM Levels of Use of Technology in the Classroom 

Name___________________________________________ 
Year � (returning) _______
Year 2 (returning) _______
Year 3 (returning) _______
Year 4 (new) _______ 

Please circle the number that best reflects your current level of use of technology in your classroom. 

(Adapted from the CBAM Project, Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, The University of 
Texas, 1987.) 
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signments/transfers/workload, teachingand learning, 
needs assessment/research and evaluation, resources 
and funding, school facility and equipment, textbook 
selection, and school board policies and practices. 
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awareness of alternative viewpoints regarding 
various phases of science supervision. 
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Science Leadership Association (NSELA) will be 
assessed a publication fee of $50.00 per article. 
Non members may avoid this charge by joining 
NSELAprior to theirmanuscriptsbeingpublished. 
The institutional charge is $75, $30 individual 
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application for membership can be obtained from 
Susan Sprague, NSELAExecutive Director, 20��
Holly Drive, Prescott, AZ 86305. 
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All submitted manuscripts will be reviewed by at 
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thors will be notified by the Editor regarding the 
recommendationonpublicationof themanuscript. 
Transfer of the author’s copyright to the National 
Science Education Leadership Association is a 
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